CHEMICAL GROUP

A daily choice which
determines the future of our planet

GENERAL CATALOGUE
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A daily choice which determines
thescelta
future quotidiana
of our planetche
Una

determina il futuro del nostro pianeta

Una scelta quotidiana che
determina il futuro del nostro pianeta
www.arcochimica.it
Every day our researchers make responsible and coherent choices for
developing highly-technological low-impact solutions.
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www.arcochimica.it

We manufacture detergents for professional and industrial cleaning of all market fields.

Industry
Food Industry/ HORECA
Hospitals
Healthcare
Hotels
Public and private places
Schools

MISSION
company profile

CHEMICAL GROUP

We produce the entire range of our products in our Medolla (Italy) plant, which is equipped with highly technological production lines. Our facilities have an average production capacity of
26.000kg/day.
Our R&D and analysis laboratory is run by an internal team highly
qualified in the design of new products and in the creation of formulae with a great innovative value.
Our technical and sale staff support dealers and final customers
during the survey and the start-up phase of new facilities and are
highly motivated to solve issues customers may bring forward
We sell our products exclusively through a net of retailers in Italy
as well in a number of foreign countries: Portugal, Spain, Greece,
Croatia, Hungary and France, Romania, UAE, Jordan and Peru.
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AWARDS
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Our continuous commitment to innovation and
green policies prompted us and led us to obtain the
following awards.

2008

Lombardy Region - Legambiente
PRIZE FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY INNOVATION
Project Gynius

2009

INNOVATION PRIZE – PRODUCT CATEGORY
Pulire 2009
Project Gynius

2011

AFIDAMP CLEAN GREEN AWARD
Gynius System with Ecolabel Product

2011

INNOVATION PRIZE – MACHINE CATEGORY
Pulire 2011
Gynius Machines

2014

SMAU MOB APP AWARDS 2014
Sales Management
App INFYNITI

2015

SPECIAL MENTION FOR GPP
BY LEGAMBIENTE EMILIA ROMAGNA
INFYNITI products

We have achieved
ISO 9001:20008, ISO 14001:2004 and
SA 8000 system certifications

CERTIFICATIONS

SYSTEM CERTIFICATIONS

As well as the following product certifications

CHEMICAL GROUP
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and it’s certified.
ECO-FRIENDLY

CAM

www.arcochimica.it
Find out more about products with Ecolabel,
CAM and GPP certifications.
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ECOLABEL

We have taken an important
commitment for the future

WE WERE THE FIRST ITALIAN COMPANY TO DESIGN AND PUT
ON THE EUROPEAN MARKET OF PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
A COMPLETE RANGE OF PRODUCTS WITH THE
ECOLABEL CERTIFICATION.
The Ecolabel is the European mark of ecological quality, also called “ecological label” or “European flower”, it verifies that a product or service has a
reduced environmental impact but still grants the same performances of
conventional products and services.
The mark was instituted in 1992 for establishing a recognizable environmental label within all EU countries and for allowing manufacturers to operate
according to common rules.
Thanks to the increase of visibility on the market and in the number of the
target customers, the Ecolabel mark constitutes a real competitive advantage. In fact it allows taking advantage of a distinctive element, synonymous
of environmental and performance quality, drawing attention to the product/service on the entire European market and attracting environmentally
conscious consumers.

www.ecolabel.eu
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Your growth it’s
always in our mind

Discover more about Intuitive Solutions’ new Tailor services for the
realization of definite costs for all cleaning services. Change today
your supply method to get a perfect cleaning.

www.tailorpoint.it
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SERVICES
With the support of our sales agents we provide our customers:
- technical and marketing training courses
- technical on-site surveys
- product analysis
- after sales services
We also provide full technical documentation for all our products and detailed instructions for use.

TRAINING COURSES
- Types of dirt
- Surface cleaning and protection
- Sanitization
- Advanced courses

CLEANING MANUALS
- ABC of professional cleaning
- Technical cleaning plans for: dairy factories, shopping malls, slaughter
houses etc.
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LEAN

PP

DOWLOAD
CUSTOMIZE
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OPTIMIZE

LEAN

PP

360° Customization
Clean App is a digital guide to professional cleaning.
It runs on tablets and it calculates the monthly supply
quantity and the monthly cost for detergents for all the
cleaning operations.

• Easy to use
• Structured into 7 main target market fields (hotels/schools/healthcare..)
• Fully detailed cost calculation for any cleaning operation
• Wide highly customizable product range
• Monthly consumption planning
• Instructions for use and environmental improvement data
downloadable in pdf

AVAILABLE ON
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better cleaning for a
better hospitality

The Key to Cleaning
Clear-cost cleaning,
in one all-inclusive fee

open your Future
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SYSTEM
Tailor represents a revolution in the cleaning
for hospitality: it consists of the payment of the
“room cost” (for actually cleaned rooms) all-inclusive of machines, equipments, cloths and
detergents. The “room cost” fee also includes
a wide range of services: from the consulting
service in the development of the cleaning
plan to the continuous training of operators,
to a modern and complete control system for
the service.

SIMPLER ORGANIZATION
Tailor allows a better control and a simplification of the organization, it zeroes supply orders for equipment and detergents. It reduces
stock and warehouse space as concentrated
detergents are supplied with Aladin automated dilution system. Disposable materials and
routine maintenance services are provided according to a detailed schedule.

Environmental Improvement
Eliminating empties and packaging of chemical products improves the environmental parameters of the
facility:
* Reduction of CO2 emission
* Reduction of H20 consumption
* Reduction of plastic consumption
* Reduction of cardboard consumption
* Reduction of power consumption
* Tailor provides the calculation of the
reduction of environmental impact of the
facility by means of a specific software.
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What you needed to get the best result.

www.arcochimica.it
Find out more about Aladin technology
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Automated and controlled dispensing system for concentrated detergents

Innovative
Allows the preventive calculation of detergents’
consumption per each operator
Supplies concentrated detergent in controlled
form (unit-doses or pre-set dilution)
Controls concentrated detergents’ consumption
by means of a web platform or by sms

Simple
Simplifies products’ dilution process
Simplifies products’ charge and discharge operation

Safe
Reduces chemical hazard for operators

Eco - efficient
Considerably reduces the impact on the environment
Calculates the actual environmental improvement by
means of a dedicated software
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Automated and controlled dispensing system for concentrated detergents

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT
CO 2

H2O

916 kw/h

84,018 gr

149,856 lt

7,7 Kg

40,12 Kg

Reduction of electrical
power consumption

CO2 emission
in the air

H2O not used

Cardboard boxes
not used

Bottles and canisters
not used

The environmental improvement indicated above refers to a monthly
consumption of one 60pcs box of unit-doses size 100ml of multipurpose
cleaning product for one year.

Pack
Automated distribution system of
unit-doses of concentrated detergent
The distribution is done using a RFID
badge provided to every operator.

Max 150 unit-doses of concentrated product

Aladin Pack suitable unit- dose products:
Aladin hotel, Infyniti, Exclusive

GT 5

ALADIN Pack ( 10 rows )

weight

66 Kg

Height

190 cm

Width

67 cm

depth

30 cm

Capacity
(unit-doses)

N°150

ALADIN GT 5

weight

49 Kg

Height

128 cm

Width

67 cm

depth
Capacity

30 cm

Max:4 jerrycans of concentrated
product

Filling time

30”

Aladin GT5

Distributionsystem

Refills of readyto-use products

Automated distribution system of concentrated detergent. The distribution is done
using a RFID badge provided to every
operator.

4 Tan

Max:4 jerrycans of concentrated product

Product range: degreasers, sanitizers, floor cleaners, bathroom cleaners, multi purpose
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Automated and controlled
dispensing systems for
concentrated detergents
Aladin systems dispense concentrated
detergents either in unit-dose (Aladin Pack
model) or in jerrycan (Aladin GT5 model).
The dispensing is enabled only through a
personal registered RFID badge, on which are
registered the preset product quantities for
each operator.

Aladin Software Advantages
COST ESTIMATION
The software provided alongside with Aladin
dispensing systems accurately calculates the
monthly cost for all cleaning activities.
The software calculates also the monthly
detergents’ supply for each operator.
CONFIGURATION
Aladin systems are equipped with one USB
port through which it is possible to upload the
files with the dispensing system’s configuration
data.
WEB PLATFORM
Aladin systems are connected to a web
platform which allows the remote monitoring
of the system and of the dispensed product
quantities.

CONCENTRATES
FLOOR MAINTENANCE

ALADIN 1

Concentrated, scented floor cleaner. Suitable for daily use on all kinds of floors, including waxed
ones. Rinse free. Available in four different fragrances.

FRAGRANCES

CEDAR

LAVENDER

kg 5 - 10

MAGNOLIA

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system

FLOWER

SANITIZERS
ALADIN 2 S.Q.
Concentrated, scented cleaner with quaternary ammonium salts. Suitable for daily use on all
kinds of floors and hard washable surfaces. Suitable for hospitals, rest homes, canteens, schools,
nursery schools.

kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 2 CLOREXIDINA
Concentrated, scented cleaner with quaternary ammonium salts and clorexidine. Suitable for
daily use on all kinds of floors and hard washable surfaces. Suitable for hospitals, rest homes,
canteens, schools, nursery schools.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

MULTIPURPOSE
ALADIN 3 ARREDI
Concentrated quick-drying multipurpose cleaner. Suitable for windows, glasses, desks and all
kinds of hard surfaces. Removes ink and felt tips stains, fingerprints etc.. Pleasant scent. Does not
leave halos.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 3 SGRASSANTE
Concentrated quick-acting multipurpose degreaser. Removes ink stains, pens and permanent
markers, stamps, lipstick and grease from hard surfaces. It is also suitable for removing grease
from machines tool, work tops, equipments etc. Pleasant scent.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

BATHROOM
ALADIN 4 ALCALINO

Concentrated alkaline bathroom cleaner, Suitable for daily use on sanitary fittings, baths, taps,
showers, mirrors, ceramic tiles and plastic. Thanks to its special anti-deposit polymers, it leaves a
protective film resistant to water and dirt. Thanks to its alkaline pH it is suitable on chromed taps.
Pleasant and long-lasting scent.

kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 4 ACIDO
Concentrated bathroom cleaner with citric acid. Suitable for daily use on washbasins, taps, sanitary fittings, showers and ceramic tiles. Removes calcareous residues mixed with soap. Fast drying
and gloss-enhancing. Pleasant and long-lasting scent.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

HEAVY DUTY
ALADIN 5 SGRASSANTE
Concentrated degreaser with high solvent concentration & high detaching power. Suitable to
remove all kinds of greasy dirt (animal, vegetable and mineral) from all hard surfaces. Particularly
suitable for garage cleaning. Low foaming and suitable for use with scrubber driers or single
brush machines. Citrus scent.
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MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

LINEA FOOD - HACCP
ALADIN 1 FOOD
Concentrated alkaline odourless degreaser. Suitable for hard surfaces. It removes organic and
food-origin grease. Low foaming. Suitable for thorough cleaning in slaughterhouses, dairy factories and food-processing industries in general. Also suitable for equipment, work tops, wall
tiles and kitchen floors. NOT SUITABLE FOR USE ON ALUMINIUM

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 2 FOOD
Concentrated odourless cleaner with high concentration of quaternary ammonium salts. Suitable for all hard surfaces. Suitable for: hospitals, rest homes, hotels, restaurants, bathrooms and
toilets, food-processing industries..

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 2 FOOD MULTIUSO
Concentrated odourless multipurpose degreaser with high concentration of quaternary ammonium salts. Helps reducing microbial load. Broad spectrum. Suitable for all hard surfaces.
Suitable for in food-processing industries, restaurants, hospitals and office desks. It removes light
oils, grease, inks and fingerprints. Quick-drying

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 4 FOOD

Concentrated odourless acid cleaner with high concentration phosphoric acid. Removes calcareous-organic dirt left by water or food (including starchy foods). Ideal as scale remover from
coffee machines, kitchen equipment and stainless steel and aluminium equipments of beverage/food/dairy industry.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 5 FOOD
Concentrated odourless degreaser with high solvent concentration. Low-foaming. Removes
extremely resistant organic and mineral greasy dirt. Particularly indicated for use with scrubber
driers and high-pressure washers. Suitable for thorough cleaning in slaughterhouses, dairy
factories and food processing industries in general. Also suitable for removing tyre marks from
floors (forklifts, trolleys, etc... ) NOT SUITABLE FOR USE ON ALUMINIUM.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
kg 5 - 10

LINEA ALADIN HOTEL
ALADIN 1 HOTEL

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system

Concentrated, scented floor cleaner. Suitable for daily use on all kinds of floors, including waxed ones. Rinse free.
ml 15

kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 3 HOTEL
Concentrated quick-drying multipurpose cleaner. Suitable for windows, glasses, desks
and all kinds of hard surfaces. Removes ink and felt tips stains, fingerprints etc.. Pleasant
scent. Does not leave halos.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
ml 100

kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 4 HOTEL ACIDO
Concentrated bathroom cleaner with citric acid. Suitable for daily use on washbasins,
taps, sanitary fittings, showers and ceramic tiles. Removes calcareous residues mixed
with soap. Fast drying and gloss-enhancing. Pleasant and long-lasting scent..

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
ml 100

kg 5 - 10

ALADIN 4 HOTEL ALCALINO

Concentrated alkaline bathroom cleaner, Suitable for daily use on sanitary fittings,
baths, taps, showers, mirrors, ceramic tiles and plastic. Thanks to its special anti-deposit
polymers, it leaves a protective film resistant to water and dirt. Thanks to its alkaline pH
it is suitable on chromed taps. Pleasant and long-lasting scent.

MODE OF USE
dilute with
Aladin system
ml 100

kg 5 - 10
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Concentrated detergents

Outstanding performances
in very little space

www.arcochimica.it
A simple Infyniti unit-dose allows getting all possible combinations of traditional
product for manual or machine cleaning. The different unit-dose sizes,
15/30/50/80/100 ml, allow getting always the right quantity for jerrycans, bottles,
buckets and tanks.
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INFYNITI
The objective is to offer a line of unit-dose products and a calculation system that allows a different
approach to chemical detergents. The use of this
system offers all the possible combinations for manual and mechanized cleaning and for daily maintenance of all types of washable surfaces. Furthermore this system permits to obtain always the right
dilution for every application.

CERTIFIED ECOLOGY
It represents the most up-to-date ecological solution in terms of concentrated products, having
been conferred the Italian Green Public Procurement mark.

STRONG POINTS
– Reduction in the time necessary for dosing the
detergent.
– Always the right dilution for every application
– Reduction of warehouse space and transport costs
– Reduction of waste and shortages
– Reduction of hazard for operators
– Optimization of the costs for product’s application
– Traceability of UNIT-DOSES (production batch)
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT

Using INFYNITI Calculation Systems, App and
Software, it is possible to obtain both the preventive
plan of detergent’s consumption and the calculation of the environmental improvement through
an algorithm.

CO 2

0,97 kw/h

Reduction of electrical
power consumption

91,61 gr

CO2 emission in the
air

H2O

161,85 lt

H 20 not used

18,32 Kg

Cardboard boxes
non used

50,9 Kg

Bottles and canisters
not used

The environmental improvement indicated above refers
to a monthly consumption of one 60pcs box of unitdoses size 100ml of multipurpose cleaning product for
one year.
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FLOOR DAILY MAINTENANCE
INFYNITI LINE

UNIT-DOSE 15 ml

1 unit-dose size 15ml in 8 - 10 lt water. Washing solution at 1,5 %
Residues and foam-free detergent
indicated for polished floors like
glazed polished stoneware and
shiny floors like: ceramic, glossy
porcelain stoneware, and varnished parquet.

Kiss

MODE OF USE
1 unit-dose size 15ml in 8 - 10
lt water. Washing solution at
1,5 %

MAGNOLIA

pH 9,5+/-0,5

Concentrated detergent for
maintenance of all surfaces and
recommended for daily maintenance of floors protected with
selfpolishing waxes. Rinse-free.

Green
LAVANDA

1 unit-dose size 15ml in 8 - 10
lt water. Washing solution at
1,5 %

pH 9,8+/-0,5

Concentrated detergent suitable
for daily maintenance of every
kind of floor. Rinse-free.

Lipari
CEDRO

1 unit-dose size 15ml in 8 - 10
lt water. Washing solution at
1,5 %

pH 10,5+/-0,5

Concentrated detergent for daily
maintenance of all kinds of floors,
even when protected with selfpolishing waxes. Rinse-free.

Euro

1 unit-dose size 15ml in 8 - 10
lt water. Washing solution at
1,5 %

pH 9+/-0,75
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FLOOR DAILY MAINTENANCE
INFYNITI LINE
Residues and foam-free detergent
indicated for polished floors like
glazed polished stoneware and
shiny floors like: ceramic, glossy
porcelain stoneware, and varnished parquet.

UNIT-DOSE 30 ml

Kiss

MODE OF USE
1 unit-dose size 30 ml in 15
- 20 lt. Washing solution at
1,5 %

MAGNOLIA

pH 9,5+/-0,5

Concentrated detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors protected with selfpolishing
waxes. Rinse-free.

Green
LAVANDA

1 unit-dose size 30 ml in 15
- 20 lt. Washing solution at
1,5 %

pH 9,8+/-0,5

Concentrated detergent suitable for daily maintenance of
every kind of floor. Rinse-free.

Lipari
CEDRO

pH 10,5+/-0,5
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1 unit-dose size 30 ml in 15
- 20 lt. Washing solution at
1,5 %

FLOOR DAILY MAINTENANCE
INFYNITI LINE
Residues and foam-free detergent
indicated for polished floors like
glazed polished stoneware and
shiny floors like: ceramic, glossy porcelain stoneware, and varnished
parquet.

UNIT-DOSE /100 ml

Kiss

See table p.11

MAGNOLIA

pH 9,5+/-0,5
Only unit-dose 100 ml

Residues and foam-free detergent
indicated for polished floors like
glazed polished stoneware and
shiny floors like: ceramic, glossy
porcelain stoneware, and varnished parquet.

MODE OF USE

See table p.11

Kiss

MAGNOLIA
LIGHT

pH 8,4+/-0,5

See table p.11
Concentrated detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of floors
protected with self-polishing waxes.
Rinse-free.

Green
LAVANDA
pH 9,8+/-0,5
Only unit-dose 100 ml

Concentrated detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors protected with selfpolishing
waxes. Rinse-free.

See table p.11

Green
LAVANDA
LIGHT

pH 10,1+/-0,5

See table p.11
Concentrated detergent suitable
for daily maintenance of every
kind of floor. Rinse-free.

Lipari
CEDRO
pH 10,5+/-0,5

See table p.11
Concentrated detergent suitable for
daily maintenance of every kind of
floor. Rinse-free.

Lipari
CEDRO
LIGHT

pH 10,9+/-0,5
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FURNITURE DAILY CLEANING
INFYNITI LINE
Self-drying multipurpose cleaner. For fast
cleaning of windows, mirrors and all surfaces. Removes pens, markers and grease
in general. Scented, does not leave halos.

Self-drying multipurpose cleaner. For fast
cleaning of windows, mirrors and all surfaces. Removes pens, markers and grease
in general. Scented, does not leave halos.

Serf-drying multipurpose concentrated
cleaner. For fast cleaning of all surfaces, windows, glass and mirror. Removes
pens, markers and greasy stains in general. Scented, does not leave halos.

Self-drying fast-acting degreaser. It is suitable to remove strong dirt and stubborn
ink stains, pens and permanent marking
pen marks and grease in general..

MODE OF USE
1 caps
100 ml

Eis

650 ml
H20

+

=

pH 8,6+/-0,5

750 ml
1 caps
100 ml

Eis

650 ml
H20

Light

+

=

pH 8,5+/-0,5

Volèe

750 ml
1 caps
100 ml

650 ml
H20

+

=

pH 7,5+/-0,5

750 ml
1 caps
100 ml

Lipos

650 ml
H20

+

=

pH 10,9+/-0,5

750 ml

BATHROOM DAILY MAINTENANCE
INFYNITI LINE

UNIT-DOSE 100 ml

Concentrated acid maintenance detergent. It contains citric acid and it is suitable for daily cleaning of washbasins,
taps, sanitary fittings, showers and
ceramic tiles.

Elkasan

Concentrated acid maintenance detergent. It contains citric acid and it is suitable for daily cleaning of washbasins,
taps, sanitary fittings, showers and
ceramic tiles.

Elkasan

Daily cleaner for sanitary fittings and
bathroom washable surfaces. It removes
halos and grease. Thanks to its alkaline
pH it is suitable on taps. Flower scent.
Rinse free.
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MODE OF USE

+
pH 2,8+/-0,5

pH 2,9+/-0,5

+

=

+
1 caps
100 ml

750 ml

650 ml
H20

1 caps
100 ml

AlfaBagno
pH 9,9+/-0,5

650 ml
H20

1 caps
100 ml

Light

=

750 ml

=
650 ml
H20

750 ml

INFYNITI LINE

UNIT-DOSE

MODE OF USE
See table p. 11

Super-concentrated degreaser.
Suitable to remove all kind of dirty
grease like animal, vegetable and
mineral from all types of surfaces.

Mistral
pH 13,5+/-0,5

See table p. 11
Degreasing detergent for glazed
micro-porous grés floor tiles. Easily
removes organic and mineral greasy
dirt and also old deposits by cleaning and bleaching tiles deep down.

Progres
pH 13,5+/-0,5

See table p. 11
Multipurpose solvent-based
detergent. It is suitable to remove
paint and ink stains, felt-tips, pen
marks and glue from surfaces.

Solmix
pH 13,0+/-0,5

INFYNITI LINE
Concentrated degreaser and sanitizer,
thanks to the synergy between quaternary ammonium salts and polyaminopropylbiguanide.
Suitable on hard surfaces both artificial
and natural.

Concentrated controlled-foaming alkaline detergent suitable for removing
organic and food greases from all hard
surfaces.

UNIT-DOSE

Sprint
Day

MODE OF USE
1 caps
100 ml

650 ml
H20

+

=

pH 9,3+/-0,5

Robor

750 ml

1 caps
100 ml

650 ml
H20

+

=

pH 8,5+/-0,5

Degreaser acting on animal and vegetable greasy dirt. Indicated for: slicers,
cookers hoods, filters, working tops,
cookware and food-processing industries. Suitable for aluminium.

Multifood

750 ml

1 caps
100 ml

650 ml
H20

+
pH 11,5+/-0,5

=
750 ml
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SANITIZERS
UNIT-DOSE

INFYNITI LINE
Concentrated sanitizing detergent
suitable for daily cleaning of all
floors and all washable surfaces in
hospitals, healthcare facilities and
public places in general.

MODE OF USE
1 unit-dose size 30 ml in
15 - 20 lt. Washing solution
at 1,5 %

Blu
pH 8,65+/-0,5

Concentrated sanitizing detergent
suitable for daily cleaning of all
floors and all washable surfaces in
hospitals, healthcare facilities and
public places in general.

1 unit-dose size 100 ml in
100 lt. Washing solution
at 1 %

Blu
pH 8,65+/-0,5

MACHINE WASH

SIZE
SOLUTION

SOLUTION

SOLUTION

1 unit-dose size 50ml in 20L water = solution at 2,5%
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Smart Pack & Kit
100% guaranteed clear cost
in a little space

Eis
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Kit Cleaning INFYNITÎ

KIT DESCRIPTION
1 bottle Eis - 1 bottle Elkasan
Caps INFYNITÎ KISS

CODE

KITI00007

Alcohol based floor cleaner
Magnolia scent
10 caps size 15ml

Eis

Caps INFYNITÎ ELKASAN

Cleaner for sanitary fittings
Peach scent
3 caps size 100ml

Caps INFYNITÎ EIS

Refill for Kit Cleaning
INFYNITÎ

Multipurpose cleaner
Flower scent
3 caps size 100ml

KIT DESCRIPTION
Caps INFYNITÎ KISS

Alcohol based floor cleaner
Magnolia scent
10 caps size 15ml

CODE

KITI00007R

Caps INFYNITÎ ELKASAN

Cleaner for sanitary fittings
Peach scent
3 caps size 100ml

Caps INFYNITÎ EIS

Multipurpose cleaner
Flower scent
3 caps size 100ml

Advantages of the new packaging
Easily sellable

The new packaging satisfies the requirements of medium-small size customers.

Logistics

Advantageous solutions for companies with logistic supply difficulties in small-size workplaces. It reduces
both weight and space and it guarantees a greater safety for transport.

Reduction

Of warehouse space for detergents
Of chemical hazard for operators
Of the quantity of plastic empties to be disposed of
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pack

pack

PACK DESCRIPTION
Caps INFYNITÎ KISS

Alcohol based floor cleaner
Magnolia scent

Caps INFYNITÎ GREEN
Floor daily cleaner
Lavender scent

Caps INFYNITÎ BLU

Detergents with quaternary
amm. salts

Caps INFYNITÎ LIPARI

Floor daily cleaner
Cedar scent

CODE

PIKIM015
PIGL015
PIBLU015
PILIC015

Smart Pack – Floor cleaners

Each SMART PACK contains 35 unit-dose of 15ml to be diluted in buckets with 8/10L of water,
for a washing solution at 1,5%. The content of every packs corresponds to a jerry can of 5L of
traditional detergent.

Each SMART PACK contains 9 unit-dose of 100ml to be diluted in 650ml of water,
using the designed bottle, to obtain 750ml of ready to use products.

pack

Caps INFYNITÎ EIS
Multipurpose cleaner
Flower scent

Caps INFYNITÎ ELKASAN
Cleaner for sanitary fittings
Peach scent

Caps INFYNITÎ LIPOS
Fast-acting degreaser
Lemon scent

CODE

PIE100
PIEL100
PILI100

Caps INFYNITÎ MULTIFOOD

PIMF100

Caps INFYNITÎ SPRINT DAY

PISP100

H.A.C.C.P. odorless degreaser

H.A.C.C.P. odorless hygienizer

Smart Pack - Multipurpose

PACK DESCRIPTION

pack
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Each KIT PACK INFYNITI contains 9 unit-dose of 100ml to be diluted in 650ml of
water, using the designed bottle, to obtain 750ml of ready to use products or
35 unit-dose of 15ml to be diluted in buckets with 8/10L of water, for a washing
solution at 1,5%.

Kit Pack INFYNITÎ

KIT DESCRIPTION
PACK INFYNITÎ

EIS - Multipurpose cleaner
ELKASAN - Cleaner for sanitary fittings
LIPOS - Fast-acting degreaser

PACK INFYNITÎ
EIS - Multipurpose cleaner
ELKASAN - Cleaner for sanitary fittings

PACK INFYNITÎ
SPRINT DAY - H.A.C.C.P. odorless hygienizer
MULTIFOOD - H.A.C.C.P. odorless degreaser

PACK INFYNITÎ
KISS - Alcohol based floor cleaner
LIPARI - Floor daily cleaner

CODE

KITI00010
KITI00011
KITI00012
KITI00013

8 GOOD REASONS FOR CHOOSING

-
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Preventive plan of detergents’ consumption
Correct supply plan basing on preventive consumption
Reduction and control of chemical hazard for operators
Reduction of 90% of delivery costs to work sites
Reduction of warehouse space for detergents
Reduction of warehouse space for detergents
Reduction of more than 90% of empty containers to be disposed of
Complete traceability by means of the production batch code.

Perfume you can feel and see
Detergents unbeatable for efﬁcacy and fragrance
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Deo Fragrance care for the environment and people
DEO FRAGRANCE products are liquid RTU air fresheners characterized by a very
long-lasting scent. They contain real natural essential oils specifically formulated for
air-freshening and their action is carried out in three phases:
1. AIR FRESHENING
2. BREAKDOWN OF THE MALODOROUS MOLECULES
3. SANITISER
When vaporised in a room, the air freshener gradually releases its fragrance granting, in relation to the aeration, a long-lasting persistence. Its combined deodorant
and sanitising action allows to stop possible fermentations which are the cause of
bad smell, enhancing the effect of the fragrance.
DEO FRAGRANCE air fresheners are produced using NANOTECH technology that
increases their persistence and their general performances.

The perfumes used in DEO FRAGRANCE products comply with the guidelines of
the International Fragrance Association, IFRA, (i.e. the international association
of the producers of perfumes). This body sets precise standards for the selection
of row materials and for the production processes of perfumes to protect their
quality and safety.
IFRAs guideline constitute the base for a globally approved and recognized risk
management system for a safe use of the ingredients employed in the formulation of fragrances with the ultimate goal of protecting the consumer.
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multi fragrance collection

Nanotech

Pcs/Carton: :

Black Fragrance
Fruity musk

6 pcs

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

How to use

Pcs/Carton: :

6 pcs

White Fragrance

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

Musk and talc

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

How to use

Pcs/Carton: :

6 pcs

Red Fragrance

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

Orient myrrh

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

How to use

Pcs/Carton: :

6 pcs

Green Fragrance

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

Aloe and lime

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

How to use

Pcs/Carton: :

6 pcs

Pink Fragrance

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

Black Vanilla

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

How to use

Pcs/Carton: :

6 pcs

Purple Fragrance

Carton size :

21 x 28 h 27
Cartons/pallet :

Black Musk

80 carton

500 ml

Pack size

AIR FRESHENER –
ODOUR EATER
Concentrated long-lasting

Description

Ready to
use

Modalità d’uso
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nanotechnologies

HOW IS PROTECTION GENERATED IN A NANOTECH TREATMENT?
Nano-particles set themselves on the surface forming an invisible protective barrier. That
surface thus becomes absolutely resistant to any external contamination. Particles auto-organize themselves in coating the surface with a film, which causes the evaporation of all
vehiclesubstances and ensures a total long-lasting protection. The binding energy of the
surface isinverted from a high to a very low level, which is extremely important to maintain
surfaces clean easily, since a high level would hold atomic-molecular dirt (generally sized
between 1 and 100 nanometres).

1
SELF-CLEANING
EFFECT
A resistant and long-lasting protection is created
on the surface, stopping
dirt such as dust, traffic
film or salt deposit from
sticking on & making
cleaning easier.

2

3

WATER & OIL
REPELLENT EFFECT

ANTI-BACTERIAL,
ANTI-MICROBIAL &
ANTI-MOULD
PROPERTIES

Water perfectly flows,
without creating any
scale deposit.

Nano-polymers create a
protective barrier on treated surfaces, reducing the
presence of microorganisms
(virus, bacteria, moulds) and
consequently the outcome of
bad smells.

Nano-molecule
dirt molecules
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micro-pores of the material

water molecules

We studied and realized EXCLUSIVE FRAGRANCE, a new line of detergents
characterized by a refined combination of fragrances that make every
environment more pleasant. EXCLUSIVE FRAGRANCE includes all the
products suitable for the different cleaning operations, each of them
available in the following fragrances: SPRING FLOWER, ARGAN.

SPRING FLOWER
A touch of precious flowers with essential
oils extracted from a nosegay of jasmine,
rose, may-lily, narcissus, violet to ensure a
durable perfume persistence.

ARGAN
A perfume extracted by the oil of Argan
from Morocco. It has a spicy, intense aroma and it gives to every room a warm
and inebriating feeling. The treasure of
the desert is the elixir for a thousand and
one nights atmosphere.

CAM

Nanotech
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Spring Flower
floor cleaner
alcohol-based floor cleaner
Pcs/Carton:

4 pcs

Carton size:

28 x 39 h 29,5 cm
Cartons/pallet:

32 cartons

5 Kg jerry can

Pack size

FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

1-3%

FLOOR CLEANERbase
With alcohol
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for every kind of floor.

1-3%

Description

pH 10,5+/-0,5

pH 10,3+/-0,5

How to use

pH +/-

furniture & windows
Pcs/Carton:

12 pcs

Carton size:

24 x 31 h 28 cm
Cartons/pallet:

40 cartons

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying
cleaner formulated with
nanotechnologies

750 ml bottle

Pack size

Description

ready
to use

How to use

pH 10+/-0,5

pH +/-

bathroom
Pcs/Carton:

12 pcs

Carton size:

24 x 31 h 28 cm
Cartons/pallet:

40 cartons

BATHROOM CLEANER
Self-drying acid scaleremover formulated with
nanotechnologies

750 ml bottle
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Pack size

Description

ready
to use

How to use

pH 2,8+/-0,5

pH +/-

single fragrance collection

furniture & windows
5-C concentrated
bathroom
5-C concentrated
floor cleaner
5-C concentrated
alcohol-based floor cleaner
5-C concentrated
Pcs/Carton:

6 pcs

Carton size:

17,5 x 25,5 h 31 cm
Cartons/pallet:

72 cartons

1L bottle

Pack size

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying cleaner formulated with nanotechnologies

100 ml for
650 ml H2O

BATHROOM
CLEANER
Self-drying acid scale-remover formulated with nanotechnologies

100 ml for
650 ml H2O

FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

30 ml for
8/10 lt H2O

FLOOR CLEANERbase
With alcohol
enhancing, residue-free cleaner suitable for every kind
of floor.

30 ml for
8/10 lt H2O

Description

How to use

pH 11+/-0,5

pH 1,5+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH +/-

furniture & windows
concentrated
bathroom
5-C concentrated
floor cleaner
concentrated

Pcs/Carton:
60 pcs
caps 30/15 cartone :
160 pcs
Carton size:

24 x 38 h 12,5 cm
Cartons/pallet:

45 cartons

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying cleaner formulated with nanotechnologies
BATHROOM
CLEANER
Self-drying acid scale-remover formulated with nanotechnologies
FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

100 ml

15 ml

Pack size

Description

1 Caps 100 ml

for 650 ml H2O

pH 11+/-0,5

1 Caps 100 ml

for 650 ml H2O

1 Caps 15 ml
for 8/10 lt H2O

How to use

pH 1,5+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH +/-
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Argan
floor cleaner
alcohol-based floor cleaner
Pcs/Carton:

4 pcs

Carton size:

28 x 39 h 29,5 cm
Cartons/pallet:

32 cartons

5 Kg jerry can

Pack size

FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

1-3%

FLOOR CLEANERbase
With alcohol
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for every kind of floor.

1-3%

Description

pH 10,5+/-0,5

pH 10,3+/-0,5

How to use

pH +/-

furniture & windows
Pcs/Carton:

12 pcs

Carton size:

24 x 31 h 28 cm
Cartons/pallet:

40 cartons

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying
cleaner formulated with
nanotechnologies

750 ml bottle
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Pack size

Description

ready
to use

How to use

pH 10+/-0,5

pH +/-

bathroom
Pcs/Carton:

12 pcs

Carton size:

24 x 31 h 28 cm
Cartons/pallet:

40 cartons

BATHROOM CLEANER
Self-drying acid scaleremover formulated with
nanotechnologies

750 ml bottle

Pack size

Description

ready
to use

How to use

pH 2,8+/-0,5

pH +/-

furniture & windows
5-C concentrated
bathroom
5-C concentrated
floor cleaner
5-C concentrated
alcohol-based floor cleaner
5-C concentrated
Pcs/Carton:

6 pcs

Carton size:

17,5 x 25,5 h 31 cm
Cartons/pallet:

72 cartons

1L bottle

Pack size

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying cleaner formulated with nanotechnologies

100 ml for
650 ml H2O

BATHROOM
CLEANER
Self-drying acid scale-remover formulated with nanotechnologies

100 ml for
650 ml H2O

FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

30 ml for
8/10 lt H2O

FLOOR CLEANERbase
With alcohol
enhancing, residue-free cleaner suitable for every kind
of floor.

30 ml for
8/10 lt H2O

Description

How to use

pH 11+/-0,5

pH 1,5+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH +/-
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single fragrance collection

HOTEL

Characterised by the same fragrance, they are suitable for daily cleaning for floors,
furniture and sanitary fittings.

furniture & windows
concentrated
bathroom
concentrated
floor cleaner
concentrated
Pcs/Carton:
60 pz
caps 15 ml carton :
160 pcs
Carton size:

24 x 38 h 12,5 cm
Cartons/pallet:

63 cartons

100 ml
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15 ml

Pack size

FURNITURE & WINDOWS
CLEANER
Multipurpose self-drying cleaner formulated with nanotechnologies

1 Caps 100 ml
for 650 ml H2O

BATHROOM CLEANER
Self-drying acid scale-remover formulated with nanotechnologies

1 Caps 100 ml
for 650 ml H2O

FLOOR CLEANER
Gloss enhancing, residuefree cleaner suitable for
every kind of floor including
wax-protected.

1 Caps 15 ml
for 8/10 lt H2O

Description

How to use

pH 11+/-0,5

pH 1,5+/-0,5

pH 11,3+/-0,5

pH +/-

Cares for the environment
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We have taken an important
commitment for the future
DEEP CLEANING

Sahara
pH 13,5+/-0,5

Alkaline-based detergent for hard surfaces
and floors deep cleaning with degreasing
action. Citrus scent.
DILUTION: from 1% to 3% (30g/L). The suggested dilution allows reducing to
the minimum the impact on the environment.

5 Kg

1- 3 %

1L

METHOD OF USE: Sahara can be used manually (with traditional flat mop) or
with scrubber drier machine.

MAINTENANCE

Amazzonia
pH 5,5+/-0,5

Neutral detergent for routine maintenance of
floors and ceramic surfaces.
Fresh flowers fragrance.
DILUTION: from 1% to 3% (30g/L). The suggested dilution allows reducing to
the minimum the impact on the environment.

5 Kg

1L

1- 3 %

METHOD OF USE: Artico can be used manually (with traditional flat mop) or
with scrubber drier machine

ACID DETERGENTS

Artico
pH 2+/-0,5

Slightly acid-based detergent for daily maintenance of floors, ceramic and hard surfaces.
Floral/ Fruit fragrance.
DILUTION: from 1% to 3% (30g/L). The suggested dilution allows reducing to
the minimum the impact on the environment.

5 Kg

750 ml

1- 3 %

Farol

METHOD OF USE: Artico can be used manually (with traditional flat mop) or
with scrubber drier machine

Viscous acid detergent for the cleaning
of sanitary fittings.
pH 2,6+/-0,5

Ready to use
750 ml

METHOD OF USE:
Farol is ready to use. Its angled bottle with safety dispensing cap allows an
easy and uniform application of the product on all the internal surface of the
toilet bowl. Apply an uniform quantity of product on the internal edge and
surface of the WC bowl. Let it act. While rinsing, use the WC brush for a better
cleaning

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

Niagara
pH 10,5+/-0,5

Multipurpose self- drying cleaner for windows and glass.
Fresh flowers fragrance.
DILUTION: Niagara is ready to use. The suggested dilution allows reducing
to the minimum the impact on the environment.

5 Kg
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750 ml

Ready to use

METHOD OF USE: Spray the product on the surface to be cleaned and dry
using a cloth or paper.

HEAVY DUTY degreasers

USE

PRODUCT

MISTRAL

DILUTION

DESCRIPTION

pH 13,5+/-0,5

Solvent-based super degreasing detergent with very high detaching
power
Mistral is suitable to remove all kinds
of dirty grease like animal, vegetable
and mineral from all type of surfaces.

5 Kg
0,5 - 8 %
4 pcs

PROGRES

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

Degreasing detergent for glazed micro porous gres floor tiles
Easily removes organic and mineral
greasy dirt and also old deposits by
cleaning and bleaching tiles deep
down.

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
2 - 10 %
4 pcs

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

CITROCLEAN

pH 10,9+/-0,5
10 Kg
3-5%
1 pc

Citruses Terpenic-based dissolvent,
degreasing detergent
It is suitable to remove organic greases from floors. Citroclean dissolves
and removes oils, tar stain, lubricants
and vegetable/ animal grease stains.
This product can be used in the food
industry to wash hoods, filters and
very greasy surfaces then followed
by an accurate rinse.
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ENERGY

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Solubilizing Degreasing Detergent
Particularly suitable to degrease
cooker hoods, cooker hoods filters,
floors and all washable surfaces.

0,5 - 10 %
4 pcs

PROFEX

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
2 - 10 %

Lemon-scented Degreasing
Detergent
Profex is an alkaline detergent suitable to remove organic and food
grease from surfaces. Indicated for
hard surfaces.

4 pcs

SINERGY

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-5%

Fast-acting Degreasing Detergent
Specific for all type of grease and pigmentous dirt, suitable to be used in
garages, warehouse, industries and
canteens. Controlled foaming action.

4 pcs

GOTA

pH 10,1+/-0,5
5 Kg

1L

0,5 - 10%

Multipurpose Degreasing Detergent
with Controlled-foaming Action
Gota is an ammoniacal-based detergent containing natural soaps and
suitable for daily cleaning of tiles,
glasses, doors and window frames
and all washable hard surfaces.

Available also as a concentrate:
• right-dose bottle 1L

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

STRAT

pH 13+/-0,5
5 Kg
5 - 20 %

Super Wax-stripper Solvent-based,
Fast-acting and Low-foaming
Wax-stripper specific for a fast removal of old wax layers. Strat is suitable
for wax stripping from resilient floors
(PVC, linoleum, rubber, etc.) marbles
and stone floors.e gomma.

4 pcs

VENTO
750 ml

pH 10,9+/-0,5

4 pcs
12
pcs
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Ready to use

HACCP

Ready-to-use Degreasing Detergent
Vento is a detergent with new active ingredients for kitchen surfaces
cleaning.

SA 300

pH 14+/-0,5
10 Kg
3 - 7%

Highly alkaline detergent
Highly alkaline liquid detergent suitable for a cleaning through of floors
and surfaces. It removes greasy dirt of
any kind.
It can be used for both manual and
mechanic washing. Suitable also for
the food industry.

4 pc
1
pcs

SANTA FE
750 ml

pH 11,5+/-0,5

5 - 10%

12 pcs

ZURC 701

pH 13,5+/-0,5

10 Kg

4 pc
1
pz

3 - 20%

Highly alkaline detergent
Highly alkaline liquid detergent suitable for a cleaning through of floors
and surfaces. It removes greasy dirt
of any kind. It can be used for both
manual and mechanic washing. Suitable also for the food industry.
Degreaser for manifold employments. Suitable for use in kitchens for
worktops, ovens, hoods, grill, cookware, slicers, but also for mechanical
parts, looms and car rims , motion
and bikes. Effective also for the cleaning of floors with stubborn dirt.
Low-foaming degreaser
Low foam detergent with high degreasing power and suitable for the
removal of every type of greasy dirt of
animal, vegetable and mineral origin
from any surface. Particularly suitable
in the cleaning of the mechanical
workshops. The low formation of
foam makes it suitable for floorwasher and single brush.
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HEAVY DUTY wax-strippers

USE

PRODUCT

RAPPER

DILUTION
pH 12,5+/-0,5

5 Kg
5 - 30 %

DESCRIPTION
Wax Stripping Solvent-based Degreasing Detergent
Rapidly and effectively dissolves old
metalized layers of wax and the most
resisting stains.

4 pcs

SOLMIX

pH 10,9+/-0,5
5 Kg
10 - 20 %
4 pcs

TAGO

Multipurpose Solvent-based
Detergent
Solmix is suitable to remove paint and
ink stains felt-tip, pen marks and glue
from surfaces.

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
10 - 20 %

Low-foaming Wax-stripping Detergent
Concentrated wax-stripping detergent. Particularly suitable to remove
old layers of metalized wax from PVC,
linoleum and rubber floors.

4 pcs

DR 15

pH 10,8+/-0,5
5 Kg

Low-foaming Multipurpose Degreasing Detergent
It easily removes greasy and oil dirt, as
well as films of metalized wax.

0,5 - 20 %
4 pcs

TECNIK

pH 8,2+/-0,5
5 Kg
3 - 15 %
4 pcs
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Concentrated Degreasing Detergent
With strong emulsifying action for
deep cleaning of floors and vertical
surfaces.

FLOOR PROTECTION

USE

PRODUCT

DILUTION

HALLES

pH 8,3+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Ready to use

DESCRIPTION
Polymeric Self-polishing
Single-layer Emulsion
Self-polishing, high reticulation emulsion. Assures a high standard of polishing and resistance using Hi-Speed
systems.

4 pcs

MAYOR

pH 9,25+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

PROTEZIONE

Mayor C
EMULSIONE ACRILICA AD ALTA RESISTENZA A BASE DI POLIMERI ACRILICI
E POLIURETANICI - ALTA RETICOLAZIONE - ANTI SLIP
SELF-POLISHING ACRYLIC EMULSION HIGH RESISTANCE HIGH RETICULATION
Emulsione autolucidante ad elevata brillantezza adatta a vari tipi di pavimenti resilienti come linoleum, PVC , gomma e pavimenti porosi.
La particolare miscela tra cere e polimeri ha evidenziato una alta resistenza all’alcool e soluzioni disinfettanti in genere, caratteristica che la
rende consigliabile all’uso negli ambienti sanitari quali sale operatorie e sale di ricovero. Ottimi risultati con sistema ad alta velocità (HISPEED). DOSI D’IMPIEGO: PRONTO ALL’USO. RESA: A seconda della porosità del pavimento da 40 a 60 gr/mq per due mani. MODALITA’
D’USO: Decerare perfettamente il pavimento con DR15 o Rapper. A pavimento asciutto applicare due mani di Mayor con l’apposito
spandicera. Lasciare asciugare bene dopo la prima applicazione. Mantenere con sistema Ultra HI-SPEED utilizzando Schnell o con sistemi ad
umido utilizzando Astra, alternando con lavaggio di detergente brillantante Green.

Ready to use

EN Mayor is a polymeric super emulsion containing polyurethanes, special antioxidant reinforcing additives capable of reflecting light to
increase the wet look (wet gloss and comfort), prevents yellowing, and maintains the original colour of PVC, rubber, linoleum, grit and
marble floors. It is highly resistant to traffic, detergents and black heel marks. Anti-slip. METHOD OF USE: After wax stripping using
RAPPER or DR15 wax stripper, proceed with treatment using Mayor, applying two coats undiluted and leave each coat to dry thoroughly.
Subsequent maintenance can be carried out on dry floors using SCHNELL or by wetting using GREEN, MEGRIN and ASTRA.
EMULSIÓN ACRÍLICA DE ENCERADO ALTA RESISTENCIA GRAN CAPACIDAD DE RETICULACIÓN Mayor es una super emulsión polimérica
combinada con poliuretanos y especiales aditivos antioxidantes y reforzadores del grado de reflexión de la luz, lo que aumenta el efecto
mojado (wet gloss y comfort); evita el amarilleo y mantiene el color original de los pisos tipo PVC, goma, linóleo, gres artificial y mármol. Es
muy resistente al pasaje, a los detergentes y a las marcas negras de los tacones. Antideslizante. MODO DE USO Después de haber quitado la
cera con Rapper o DR 15 tratar con MAYOR aplicando dos manos de producto puro, dejando secar bien después de cada aplicación. La
conservación puede realizarse con SCHNELL o en húmedo con GREEN, MEGRIN y ASTRA.

Acrylic-polyurethane Emulsion
Mayor is an acrylic and polyurethane
polymers-based super protector, with
high resistance. It completely prevents the yellowing effect.
Indicated for maintenance with HiSpeed systems.

4 pcs

PT Mayor é uma emulsão de auto brilho aconselhada a vários tipos de pavimentos resilientes tais como linóleo , PVC, borracha e
superfícies porosas. A especial mistura entre ceras e polímeros permite uma elevada resistência ao álcool e as soluções de desinfectantes
em geral. Esta característica favorece o seu uso em ambientes sanitários e em particular nas salas operatórias. A este produto foi
acrescentado um componente Anti - estático Cationico que favorece a dispersão da electricidade estática. Facilidade de manutenção e
duração boa , que aumenta notavelmente se for aplicado o sistema de HI-SPEED MODO DE USAR Remover a cera velha com os decapantes
RAPPER ou DR 15 e proceder ao tratamento com MAYOR HOSPITAL aplicando duas camadas do produto tal como fornecido, deixando secar
bem depois de cada aplicação . Diluições : Pronto a usar .
CHEMICAL GROUP
AR-CO srl
Via Canalazzo, 22/24 - 41036 Medolla (MO)
Tel. 0535 58890 - www.arcochimica.it.

USO PROFESSIONALE

Kg 5 e

KOMETA

pH 8,7+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Ready to use

Self-Polishing Polyacrylic Emulsion
Kometa is a self-polishing high-reticulation emulsion. It grants ahigh standard of polishing and resistance using
Hi-Speed systems.

4 pcs
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LUXOR

pH 8,7+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Ready to use

Self-Polishing Metalized Emulsion
Self-polishing emulsion with high
reticulation. Suitable on high traffic
floors. It provides ahigh standard of
polishing and resistance using HighSpeed systems.

4 pcs

REFLEX

pH 8,7+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Ready to use

Self-Polishing Polyacrylic Emulsion
Reflex is a high-reticulation self-polishing emulsion.
It provides ahigh standard of polishing and resistance using Hi-Speed
systems.

4 pcs

BULL BLACK

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Ready to use

Polyacrylic emulsion suitable for black
studded rubber floors
It is a coloured Polyacrylic emulsion
with high covering power. It leaves
surfaces protected, polished and it is
resistant to traffic.
Indicated for black floors.

4 pcs

TEK

pH n.a.+/-0,5
10 Kg

Ready to use

Solvent-based Liquid Wax for Wooden Floors Protection and Polishing
Tek is a solvent-based liquid wax for
cleaning, protecting and polishing
wooden floors.

4 pc
1
pcs

MIRROR

pH 2,7+/-0,5
5 Kg
HI - SPEED

Marble Floor Regenerator
Liquid for marble crystallization and
polishing process.

Ready to use

4 pcs

SCUDO

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
Ready to use
4 pcs
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Water and oil proof, Stain and dust-resistant product for Concrete surfaces
Scudo is a product suitable to protect
concrete floors.
It makes a coat resistant to washing
with detergents and it is highly resistant to traffic.

SILPAV

pH n.a.+/-0,5
10 Kg

Ready to use

Water and oil Repellent Sealing
Suitable to seal and proof floors for
the first treatment. The particular
composition of Silpav makes it resistant to alkaline-based detergents and
acid substances.

1 pc

T.P.

pH 8+/-0,5
5 Kg
Ready to use

Acrylic Dust-resistant Sealer
T.P. is very good for preparing the sur-

face of old and worn-out floors like PVC,
rubber and linoleum before treating them
with metalized waxes.

4 pcs

MAYOR HOSPITAL

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

4 pcs

HI - SPEED

Ready to use

Antistatic and high-resistance to alcohol Emulsion
It is very good for different kind of resilient
floors like: linoleum, PVC, rubber and porous floors.
The particular mixture between wax and
polymers shows an high-resistance to alcohol and disinfectant solutions, it is recommended for the cleaning of operating
rooms and hospitals in general.
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MAINTENANCE

USE

PRODUCT

GLOSSY

DILUTION
pH 6,5+/-0,5

5 Kg 1L

1-3%

DESCRIPTION
Eco-friendly Detergent
Glossy is an eco-friendly detergent
containing a polyacrylate polymer
with high capacity in preventing dirt
deposits, and capable to increase the
glossy on surfaces without an unpleasant accumulation result.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

KISS

pH 9,5+/-0,5
5 Kg 1L

0,5 - 5 %

Alcoholic Scented Polishing
Detergent
Residues and foam free daily cleaning
detergent particularly indicated on
polished floors like glazed polished
stoneware and especially shiny floors
like: ceramic, glossy porcelain stoneware, vitrified surfaces, varnished parquet and floating floors.
Rinse-free.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

KISS MAGNOLIA

pH 9,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

4 pcs
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1 -5 %

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 15-100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

Alcoholic Magnolia -scented Polishing Detergent
Kiss Magnolia is a residues and foam
free daily cleaning detergent particularly indicated on polished floors
like glazed polished stoneware and
especially shiny floors like ceramic,
glossy porcelain stoneware, vitrified
surfaces, varnish parquet and floating floors.
Rinse-free.

GREEN LAVANDA

pH 10,5+/-0,5

1 -3 %

5 Kg 1L

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

GREEN

Scented Polishing Detergent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors protected with self-polishing
waxes.
Rinse- free .

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 15-100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 9+/-0,5

1 -3 %

5 Kg 1L

Scented Polishing Detergent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors protected with self-polishing
waxes.
Rinse- free .

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

LIPARI CEDRO / PINO

pH 10,5+/-0,5

1 -3 %

5 Kg 1L

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

IROKO

Scented Polishing Detergent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors protected with self-polishing
waxes.
Rinse- free .

Lipari Cedro is available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 15-100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 9,7+/-0,5
1L

1 -3 %

Eco-friendly Detergent with low residues for wood floor
Iroko is an eco-friendly detergent
with neutral pH for parquets daily
maintenance.

12 pcs

SIC

pH 9,5+/-0,5

5 Kg 1L

1-3%

Scented Polishing Detergent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance

of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of floors protected with
self-polishing waxes.
Rinse- free .

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

SIC Acqua Marina

pH 9,6+/-0,5
5 Kg

4 pcs

1-4%

Maintenance Detergent with Persistent “aquamarine” Scent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance

of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of floors protected with
self-polishing waxes.
Rinse- free .

Available also as a concentrate:
• right-dose bottle 1L
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ABETE

pH 10+/-0,5
5 Kg
2-4%

Scented Polishing Detergent
Residues-free detergent for maintenance of all surfaces and recommended for daily maintenance of
floors even when protected with
self-polishing waxes.
Rinse- free .

4 pcs

ASTRA

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
2 - 100 %

Wash and Wax Maintainer
Detergent
Astra allows an easy restoration of
the metalized waxy film. Also suitable
on lead-polished floors.
Can be used for both protection and
maintenance.

4 pcs
HI - SPEED

ORIX

pH 13,4+/-0,5
5 Kg 1L

60 gr/lt

Multipurpose Chlorine-based Scented Detergent
Orix is suitable for maintenance of
hard surfaces. Particularly suggested
on all kinds of floors, wall tiles, majolica and bathroom fittings; suitable
for cleaning: washbasins baths, bidet
and toilet bowls’ inside surface.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

SELF AMMONIO

pH 10,3+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-3%

4 pcs

GOLDEN

pH 9,6+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-5%

Ammoniacal Maintenance
Detergent with Balsamic Fragrance
Self Ammonio is a multipurpose detergent for daily maintenance of
floors and all washable surfaces.
Thanks to its combination of pine balsamic essence and ammonia, leaves
the room clean and pleasantly scented.

Gloss-enhancing floor cleaner with
green apple scent
Residue-free maintenance detergent
for all kinds of floors and washable
surfaces. Suitable also for waxed
floors. Rinse free.

4 pcs

Available also as a concentrate:
• right-dose bottle 1L

EXPRESS

pH 11+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-3%
4 pcs
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Gloss-enhancing floor cleaner with
long-lasting scent
Residue-free gloss- enhancing detergent for daily cleaning of all kinds of
floors and washable surfaces. Suitable also for waxed floors. Rinse free.

NAVEL

pH 11+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-3%

Gloss-enhancing floor cleaner with
long-lasting scent.
Residue-free gloss- enhancing detergent for daily cleaning of all kinds of
floors and washable surfaces. Suitable also for waxed floors. Rinse free.

4 pcs

ALPE

pH 11+/-0,5
5 Kg
1-3%

Gloss-enhancing floor cleaner with
long-lasting scent..
Residue-free gloss- enhancing detergent for daily cleaning of all kinds of
floors and washable surfaces. Suitable also for waxed floors. Rinse free.

4 pcs
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ACID DETERGENTS

USE

PRODUCT

DILUTION

ELKASAN PESCA
pH 2,6+/-0,5
5 Kg 750 ml

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

ELKASAN FRAGOLA

Ready to use

Sanitizing Gloss-Enhancing Detergent Containing Weak Acids
Suitable for daily cleaning of washbasins, taps, sanitary fittings, showers
and ceramic tiles. Leaves a pleasant
and long-lasting peach scent.
Rinse-free.

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 2,6+/-0,5
750 ml

DESCRIPTION

Ready to use

Sanitizing Gloss-Enhancing Detergent Containing Weak Acids
Suitable for daily cleaning of washbasins, taps, sanitary fittings, showers
and ceramic tiles. Leaves a pleasant
and long-lasting strawberry scent.
Rinse-free.

12 pcs

PROTECTOR

pH 1,3+/-0,5

750 ml

12 pcs
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Ready to use

Scale-remover with Protective Formula for daily cleaning of sanitary fittings
Protector is a strong acid-based detergent with a pleasant fragrance.

CRISTAL BAGNO

pH 0,6+/-0,5
5 Kg 750 ml

Scented Scale-remover
Removes and prevents the formation
of lime scale.
Pleasant and long-lasting scent.

Ready to use

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

RAPID

pH 0,5+/-0,5
5 Kg 750 ml

Ready to use

Concentrated Odourless Descaler
Removes calcareous and rusty residues. Recommended for descaling
toilet bowls and removing cooking
and oxidized residues.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

DETER WC
750 ml

pH 0,5+/-0,5

Ready to use

Concentrated Scented Sanitizing and
Bleaching Detergent
Its quaternary ammonium salts perform a sanitizing and deodorant action and complete the hygienizing
action of its acid components.

12 pcs

IRIS WC GEL
750 ml

pH 2+/-0,5

Ready to use

Maintenance Sanitizing Detergent
IRIS WC gel is sanitizing and deodorant product, thanks to its active principles that complete its hygienizing
action.

12 pcs

ALFA BAGNO
750 ml

pH 10,5+/-0,5

Ready to use
12 pcs

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

Multipurpose detergent for sanitary
fittings
Cleaner for sanitary fittings and washable surfaces. Thanks to a special polymer
it leaves a protective film resistant to water and dirt. It removes halos and grease
and is suitable also for mirrors, wall tiles,
ceramic, glasses and plastic-covered surfaces. Thanks to its light alkaline pH (no
chlorine and acid presence in his formula)
it is suitable on chromed taps. Persistent
flower scent.
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ACID FLOOR CLEANERS

USE

PRODUCT

ACISOL

DILUTION

pH 1+/-0,5
5 Kg
3 - 20 %
4 pcs

SUPRACID

pH 0,5+/-0,5
10 Kg
5 - 30 %

DESCRIPTION
Solvent-based Acid Descaler
ACISOL is suitable to remove calcareous residues, grout, synthetic glues,
products used to make the space between tiles, adhesives, varnishes, inks
and rust from porcelain stoneware,
ceramic cotto tiles and all acid-resistant floors.

Concentrated Acid Detergent for cotto floors
Removes completely the efflorescence of mineral salts from cotto tiles
pores.

1 pc

ACOT

pH 0,5+/-0,5
10 Kg
5 - 30 %
1 pc
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Buffered Acid-based Descaler
Removes completely the efflorescence of mineral salts from cotto tiles
pores and also all calcareous residues
together with mixed dirt.

ARCOCID

pH 0,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
3 - 30 %

Buffered Acid-based Scented
Descaler
Removes all calcareous residues together with mixed dirt, ARCOCID
can be used on any tiles or porcelain
stoneware surfaces.

4 pcs

KROSS

pH 1+/-0,5
5 Kg 750 ml

2 - 100 %

Scented Descaling Detergent
KROSS is a buffered acid-based detergent suitable to remove calcareous-inorganic dirt also when mixed
with grease.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan
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INDOOR COTTO FLOORS

USE

PRODUCT

FADO

DILUTION
pH 6,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

DESCRIPTION
Silanic water-based emulsion for a
pre-treatment of cotto tiles and porous stones.

Ready to use
4 pcs

LINFA

pH 7+/-0,5

Water-oil repellent impregnating
agent for indoor cotto tiles floors.

5 Kg
Ready to use
4 pcs

END e VELO

END pH 8,3+/-0,5
5 Kg

VELO pH 8,5+/-0,5

END

Special finishing wax for indoor cotto
tiles floors.

VELO

Special wax for protection and maintenance of indoor cotto tiles floors.
4 pcs
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Ready to use

OUTDOOR COTTO FLOORS

USE

PRODUCT

FADO

DILUTION
pH 6,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

DESCRIPTION
Silanic water-based emulsion for
pre-treatment of cotto tiles and porous stones floors.

Ready to use
4 pcs

ORTIGIA

pH 5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Silanic water-based emulsion for
pre-treatment of cotto tiles and porous stones floors.

Ready to use
4 pcs

LIMO

pH 9+/-0,5

Water-based anti-stain finishing wax
for outdoor surfaces.

5 Kg
Ready to use
4 pcs
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SANITIZERS

USE

PRODUCT

BLU

DILUTION
pH 9,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

1L

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

GESAN

1-4%

1L

Sanitizing Scented Deodorant
Detergent
Sanitizes and cleans floors and all
washable surfaces.
Removes dirt, germs and bad smell.
Quaternary ammonium salts-based.

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 15-100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 9+/-0,5
5 Kg

DESCRIPTION

0,2 - 1 %

Detergent with high concentration
of ammonium quaternary salts.
Suitable for all surfaces in: canteens,
food-farming plants, public places
etc. GESAN is available both scented
or odourless.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

IPOSAN

pH 13,5+/-0,5
12 Kg
0,5 - 5 %
1 pc
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Active chlorine-based Concentrated
Sanitizing Detergent
IPOSAN is a detergent for floors and
hard washable surfaces.

TRISAN
750 ml

pH 2,6+/-0,5

Ready to use

Sanitizing Degreasing Ready-to-use
Detergent
Suitable for a quick cleaning action.
Suitable to clean, sanitize and degrease quickly surfaces in: food-processing industries, catering, hospitals,
communities etc.

12 pcs

TOP CLOR PASTIGLIE

pH 6,5+/-0,5

1 Kg

0,2 - 5%

Active Chlorine-based Sanitizing
Tablets
Carries on an effective action. Widely
used in canteens, food-farming industries, residential etc.

6 pcs

TOP CLOR GEL
750 ml

pH 13,5+/-0,5

Sanitizing Chlorine-based Detergent
Suitable for all surfaces.
The gel ensures a perfect adhesion.

Ready to use
12 pcs

SPRINT DAY
750 ml

pH 9+/-0,5

Ready to use
12 pcs
Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

Sanitizing Hydro alcoholic-based Degreaser
SPRINT DAY is a degreasing detergent performing also a sanitizing action thanks to the synergy between
quaternary ammonium salts and
polyaminopropylbiguanide. Suitable
for use in: food-processing industries,
catering, hospitals, public places as
well as in offices, on desktops and
working tops.
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SPECIAL PRODUCTS

USE

PRODUCT

LIPOS

DILUTION
pH 13,2+/-0,5

5 Kg

750 ml

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

EIS

Ready to use

750 ml

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

SPY

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml

750 ml

Ready to use
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Self-drying multipurpose cleaner
For fast cleaning of glasses, mirrors,
and all surfaces. Scented, does not
leave halos.

Ready to use

pH 7,8+/-0,5

12 pcs

Self-drying Fast-acting Degreaser
Suitable to remove strong dirt and
stubborn ink stains, pens and permanent marking pen marks, stamps, lipstick and grease in general.

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 9,7+/-0,5
5 Kg

DESCRIPTION

Self-drying Polishing Detergent
Specific for glasses, mirrors, furniture
and cupboards.

IRIS FIORITO e BALSAMICO

5 Kg 1L

pH 7,6+/-0,5

Ready to use

FLOWER/BALSAMIC Scented Liquid
Deodorant
Grants long-lasting deodorizing
effect.
Suitable for all types of rooms. Quickacting cleaning.

12 pcs bottle
4 pcs jerrycan

MOKY FOAM

pH 8,8+/-0,5
5 Kg

Carpet shampoo
Thanks to its peculiar dry-cleaning,
makes removing dirty residues easy.

8 - 10 %
4 pcs

MOKY

pH 10,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Neutral Detergent
Suitable for washing moquettes, carpets and upholstery in general with
spray-extraction carpet cleaners.

4 - 10 %
4 pcs

SCHIUMA STOP

pH 5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Concentrated Anti-foam Product
Special silicone emulsion that prevents foam’s formation.

0,05 - 0,3 %
4 pcs

CLEAN

pH 6,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
3-5%

Neutral Foaming Detergent
Concentrated neutral odourless
shampoo.
Excellent food-dirt emulsifier. Polishing effect.
Ideal for glass cleaning with fleece
and window-squeegee system.

4 pcs

POWER

pH 13,5+/-0,5
10 Kg

Car Cleaner
Special degreasing detergent for manual or machine car wash.

3-4%
1 pc
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MURALES

pH n.a+/-0,5
5 Kg
Ready to use

Bleaching Concentrated Scented Detergent
Special detergent suitable to remove
graffiti and writings from natural
stone, brick, concrete, metal and architectonic buildings.

4 pcs

STOP - RITE

pH 9+/-0,5
5 Kg

Writing and Stain-proof Protector
Writing and stain-proof protector for
marble, granite, travertine, bricks and
concrete surfaces.

Ready to use
4 pcs

FRAGRANCE

pH 9,5+/-0,5
750 ml

Wood /Berries

Ready to use

Concentrated Air-freshener
Ensures a long-lasting freshening
action. Available in two fragrances:
Wood and Berries. Suitable for use in
public places, hotels, offices, schools,
religious and civil institutions, rest
homes, clinics, restaurants, bars, etc...

12 pcs

DRY CLEAN
750 ml

pH 14+/-0,5

Liquid Detergent for Steel
Cleans and polishes work tops, counters, sinks, lifts and all stainless-steel
surfaces.

Ready to use
12 pcs

VOLEE
750 ml

pH 7,8+/-0,5

Ready to use
12 pcs
Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L
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Multipurpose Self-drying Detergent
Suitable for daily cleaning of all washable
surfaces like: desks, tables, windows, mirrors, doors and laminated or lacquered
surfaces.
Can be used also on metal surfaces like:
brass, cast iron, chrome-plated, stainless-steel and aluminium.

CONCENTRATES
30 ml

Unscrew the cap

Squeeze the bottle.
The doser is filled
USE

PRODUCT

GOTA 2-C

Release the pressure

DILUTION
pH 13,5+/-0,5

1L

6 pcs

H 2O

MISTRAL 5-C

Multipurpose Degreaser
Concentrated ammonium-based detergent suitable for tiles, windows,
doors, window frames and all hard
washable surfaces.
Low foaming and suitable for use
with scrubber-driers and single-disc
machines.

for 10 L
pH 13,5+/-0,5

6 pcs

H 2O

Solvent-based Super-degreaser with
very high detaching power
Mistral 5-C is a concentrated detergent suitable to remove all kinds of
greasy dirt like: animal, vegetable and
mineral grease from all types of surfaces.

1 dose = 30 ml

Heavy duty

PROGRES 2-C

for 10 L
pH 13,5+/-0,5

1L

DESCRIPTION

1 dose = 30 ml

Heavy duty

1L

Pour the product into
the bucket or into the
refill bottle. Dilution is
done

6 pcs

Heavy duty

H 2O

1 dose = 30 ml

for 10 L

Degreaser for porcelain stoneware
&micro-porous floor tiles
Low foaming concentrated degreaser for grés and micro porous floors.
It easily removes old deposits of organic fat and minerals, cleaning and
bleaching the tiles. Daily use of Progres 2-C helps maintaining the original colour of grés preventing it from
greying.
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GOLDEN 5-C

pH 13,5+/-0,5

1L

6 pcs

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

KISS 5-C MAGNOLIA

1L

H 2O

for 10 L
pH 8,4+/-0,5

6 pcs

H 2O

Concentrated Floor Cleaner
KISS MAGNOLIA is a concentrated
product for daily cleaning, it is a residue and foam-free detergent particularly indicated on shiny floors
such as: glossy porcelain stoneware,
ceramic, vitrified surfaces, varnished
parquet and floating floors. Rinse-free.

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

LIPARI CEDRO 5-C

for 10 L
pH 8,4+/-0,5

1L

Concentrated Gloss-enhancing Floor
Cleaner
Concentrated rinse-free routine
cleaner for all kinds of floors: tiles, lino,
PVC, marble, stone, rubber,varnished
parquet).
Green apple scent

6 pcs

Concentrated Floor Cleaner
Concentrated rinse-free routine cleaner for all kinds of floors: tiles, lino, PVC,
marble, stone, rubber,varnished parquet).
Cedar scent.

H 2O

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

EURO FRUTTATO 5-C

for 10 L
pH 8,4+/-0,5

Concentrated Floor Cleaner
Concentrated rinse-free routine cleaner for all kinds of floors: tiles, lino, PVC,
marble, stone, rubber,varnished parquet).
Citrus scent.

1L

6 pcs

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

EURO FIORITO 5-C

1L

H 2O

for 10 L
pH 8,4+/-0,5

6 pcs

H 2O

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

SIC ACQUA MARINA 5-C

for 10 L
pH 13,5+/-0,5

H 2O
1L

6 pcs

Maintenance
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Concentrated Floor Cleaner
Concentrated rinse-free routine cleaner for all kinds of floors: tiles, lino, PVC,
marble, stone, rubber,varnished parquet).
Flower scent.

1 dose = 30 ml

for 10 L

Concentrated Floor Cleaner with
Long-lasting Scent
Concentrated residue-free routine
cleaner for floors, walls and washable
equipment. It is particularly suitable for
glossy surfaces, ceramic tiles, waxed
floors, etc. It has an electrostatic effect:
sprayed on cloths allows to remove
dust and wash at the same times all
types of surface. Sea water/marine fragrance

GREEN LAVANDA 5-C

1L

pH 8,4+/-0,5

H 2O

6 pcs

1 dose = 30 ml

Maintenance

BLU 5-C

for 10 L
pH 8,6+/-0,5

Concentrated Gloss-enhancing Floor
Cleaner
Concentrated detergent for daily
cleaning of floors and washable surfaces. Recommended for polished
surfaces (ceramic &lead-polished
floors). It is the ideal product for wet
maintenance on floors protected
with polymeric emulsions. Antistatic effect. Long-lasting lavender fragrance.
Sanitizing Scented Detergent with
quaternary ammonium salts
Blu 5-C is a concentrated detergent
for sanifying and cleaning floors and
all washable surfaces.
Quaternary ammonium salts-based.

H 2O
1L

6 pcs

1 dose = 30 ml

for 10 L

Sanitizers

SPRINT DAY 5-C

pH 9,3+/-0,5

1L

6 pcs

1 to 3 doses
H 2O

Sanitizers

ROBOR 2-C

650 ml

pH 8,6+/-0,5

1L

1 to 3 doses

MULTIFOOD CONCENTRATO

H 2O

ELKASAN 5-C

650 ml

pH 13,5+/-0,5

6 pcs

Food processing

Acid

Concentrated Kitchen Degreaser
Effective on fat of animal and vegetable origin. Particularly suitable on
slicers, hoods, worktops, friers, particularly dirty floors. Suitable for use
on aluminium. Suitable for HACCP.

1 to 3 doses
H 2O

650 ml

pH 1,5+/-0,5

1L

Odourless Super-degreaser
ROBOR 2-C is a concentrated alkaline
detergent for emulsifying and removing organic and food grease from all
hard surfaces. Controlled foaming.

6 pcs

Food processing

1L

Sanitizing Hydroalcoholic-based Degreaser suitable for HACCP standard
SPRINT DAY 5-C is a concentrated degreaser with sanitizing action due to
the synergy between its quaternary
ammonium salts and polyaminopropylbiguanide.
Suitable for use on hard surfaces,
both natural and synthetic.

6 pcs

1 to 3 doses
H 2O

Super-Concentrated Detergent for
daily maintenance
Sanitizing gloss-enhancing detergent
containing weak acid. Suitable for
daily cleaning of: washbasins, taps,
sanitary fittings, showers and ceramic
tiles. Suitable for eliminating scale and
soap residues.
Rinse-free.

650 ml
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LIPOS 5-C

pH 10,9+/-0,5

1L

6 pcs

1 to 3 doses

Special products

VOLEE 5-C

650 ml

6 pcs

1 to 3 doses

Special products

SPRING FLOWER PAVIMENTI
5-C

1L

H 2O

Concentrated scented gloss-enhancing detergent
Particularly suitable for the daily maintenance of shiny surfaces such as
ceramics and lead-polished floors as
well as of floors protected with polymeric emulsions. Anti-static effect

for 10 L
pH 13,5+/-0,5

H 2O

1 dose = 30 ml

SPRING FLOWER ARREDI 5C

for 10 L
pH 13,5+/-0,5

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection

SPRING FLOWER BAGNI 5C

1L

650 ml

pH 13,5+/-0,5

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection

1L

Multipurpose Self-drying Detergent
VOLE’E 5-C is a concentrated detergent suitable for daily cleaning of all
washable surfaces like: desks, tables,
windows, mirrors, doors and laminated or lacquered surfaces in general.
Suitable for use also on metal surfaces like: brass, cast iron, chrome-plated, stainless-steel and aluminium.

1 dose = 30 ml

SPRING FLOWER PAVIMENTI
ALCOL 5-C

1L

H 2O

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection
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H 2O

pH 8,6+/-0,5

1L

Quick Self-drying Degreaser
LIPOS 5-C is a concentrated detergent suitable to remove strong dirt
and stubborn ink, pen, permanent
markers, stamps, lipsticks stains and
grease in general. Suitable for hard
surfaces.

1 to 3 doses
H 2O

650 ml

Alcohol-based concentrated scented
detergent
Maintenance detergent with polishing and deodorant action. Thanks to
the total absence of residue, is suitable for maintenance on all washable
surfaces, especially shiny floors like
ceramic, glossy porcelain stoneware,
vitrified and lead-polished marble,
varnished parquet and floating floors

Concentrated multipurpose
quick-drying detergent
Detergent for a swift cleaning of: windows, glasses,mirrors, desks, laminated/
lacquered surfaces, phones, computers
ecc. Effectively removes marks left by
pens, felt pens and greasy stains in general. Product formulated with nanotechnologies, the treated surfaces become water
& dirt repellent avoiding the re-sedimentation and making cleaning easier. Rinse
free.

Concentrated detergent for sanitary
fittings
For daily cleaning of: washbasins,
taps, sanitary fittings, showers and
wall tiles. It’s ideal for removing scale
and soap residues. It’s self-drying and
gloss enhancing. Allows to eliminate
rinsing. Product formulated with nathe treated surfaces
1 to 3 doses notechnologies,
become water & dirt repellent avoid650 ml ing the resedimentation and making
H 2O
cleaning easier. Rinse free.

pH 13,5+/-0,5

ARGAN PAVIMENTI

1L

pH 13,5+/-0,5

1 dose = 30 ml

Single fragrance collection

ARGAN PAVIMENTI ALCOL
5-C

1L

pH 13,5+/-0,5

H 2O

1 dose = 30 ml

ARGAN ARREDI 5-C

6 pcs

1 to 3 doses

ARGAN BAGNI 5-C

H 2O

650 ml

pH 8,6+/-0,5

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection

Alcohol-based concentrated scented
detergent
Maintenance detergent with polishing and deodorant action. Thanks to
the total absence of residue, is suitable for maintenance on all washable
surfaces, especially shiny floors like
ceramic, glossy porcelain stoneware,
vitrified and lead-polished marble,
varnished parquet and floating floors

for 10 L
pH 9,3+/-0,5

Single fragrance collection

1L

for 10 L

6 pcs

Single fragrance collection

1L

H 2O

6 pcs

Concentrated scented gloss-enhancing detergent
Particularly suitable for the daily maintenance of shiny surfaces such as
ceramics and lead-polished floors as
well as of floors protected with polymeric emulsions. Anti-static effect

1 to 3 doses
H 2O

650 ml

Concentrated multipurpose
quick-drying detergent
Detergent for a swift cleaning of: windows, glasses,mirrors, desks, laminated/
lacquered surfaces, phones, computers
ecc. Effectively removes marks left by
pens, felt pens and greasy stains in general. Product formulated with nanotechnologies, the treated surfaces become water
& dirt repellent avoiding the re-sedimentation and making cleaning easier. Rinse
free.

Concentrated detergent for sanitary
fittings
For daily cleaning of: washbasins, taps,
sanitary fittings, showers and wall tiles.
It’s ideal for removing scale and soap
residues. It’s self-drying and gloss enhancing. Allows to eliminate rinsing. Product
formulated with nanotechnologies, the
treated surfaces become water & dirt repellent avoiding the re-sedimentation and
making cleaning easier. Rinse free.
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KITCHEN HYGIENE

USE

PRODUCT

ARCOMATIC

DILUTION
pH 13,5+/-0,5
9,8+/-0,5

5 Kg
12 Kg
20 Kg

1 - 3 gr/l

DESCRIPTION
Liquid Concentrated Detergent
ARCOMATIC
is
high-alkalinity
non-foaming liquid detergent suitable for all types of industrial dishwashing system and ideal to remove
food dirt from: dishes, pans, glasses,
cutlery in general.

4 pcs jerrycans
1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20

ARCOMATIC AD

pH 13,5+/-0,5
9,8+/-0,5

12 Kg

1 - 3 gr/l

Chlorine-active Sanitizing Liquid Detergent
ARCOMATIC
is
high-alkalinity
non-foaming liquid detergent suitable for all types of industrial dishwashing system and ideal to remove
food dirt from: dishes, pans, glasses,
cutlery in general.

1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20

ARCOMATIC CLOR

pH 13,5+/-0,5
9,8+/-0,5

12 Kg
20 Kg

1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20
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1 - 3 gr/l

Chlorine-active Concentrated
Non-foaming Liquid Detergent
Degreases and removes coffee, tea
and lipstick stains while performing
an hygienizing action.

ARCOMATIC PLUS

pH 13,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
12 Kg
20 Kg

1 - 3 gr/l

High-alkalinity Liquid Detergent
Non-foaming liquid detergent for
dishwasher with high level of free
alkalinity. Particularly suitable for removing grease from dishes, pans,
glasses and cutlery in general.
Contains sequestering agents active
against the highest water hardness.

4 pcs jerrycans
1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20

ARCOMATIC BRILL

pH 4,7+/-0,5
5 Kg
10 Kg
20 Kg

Concentrated Liquid Rinse Aid
Allows dishes to dry quickly, thus
leaving them shiny and without halos or streaks.

0,2 - 0,4 gr/l

4 pcs jerrycans
1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20

ARCOMATIC BRILL
EXTRA

pH 2,6+/-0,5
5 Kg
10 Kg
20 Kg

0,1 - 0,3 gr/l

Concentrated Liquid Rinse Aid
Allows dishes to dry quickly, thus
leaving them shiny and without halos or streaks.
Suitable with all types of water hardness.

4 pcs jerrycans
1 pc jerrycans 12 - 20

ARCOMATIC ACID

pH 0,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

0,05 - 0,3 %

Acid-based Scale-remover
Removes all calcareous residues
formed during dishwashing cycles
into the dishwashing machine.
Contains anticorrosive and metal protectors.

4 pcs

ARCOMATIC PASTIGLIE

pH 11,5+/-0,5

3 Kg

2-3
pastiglie

Tablets
Specific for dishwashers, ideal for
washing: dishes, glasses, pots, silver ware, cutlery, and glassworks of
chemical and biological laboratories.

4 pc
1
pcs

ARCOMATIC ALLUMINIO
5 Kg

pH 13+/-0,5

2 - 4 gr/l

Liquid Detergent compatible with aluminium
Medium-alkalinity detergent studied
for aluminium cookware. Suitable
with all types of water hardness.
Chlorine-free.

4 pcs
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KITCHEN HYGIENE manual

USE

PRODUCT

P10 / P15 / P20

DILUTION
pH 6,5+/-0,5

5 Kg
0,5 - 1 %
4 pcs

DESCRIPTION
Neutral Foaming Detergent
With differentiated active concentrations for manual dish washing. Pleasant lemon scent.

1-2%
0,3 - 0,6 %

MULTIFOOD
750 ml

pH 13+/-0,5

Ready to use

Ready to use degreaser suitable for
HACCP protocol
Ready degreaser to use suitable to remove all kind of greasy dirt like animal
and vegetable.
Suitable for aluminium surfaces.

12 pcs
Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100 ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

PULIFORNO

pH 13,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

Ready to use

1L
12 pcs bottles
4 pcs jerrycans
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Scale-removing Degreaser
Specific for ovens, grills and small
kitchens. Removes all kinds of greasy
dirt with carbonaceous residues from
cooking surfaces.

PULIFORNO Forte

pH 13,5+/-0,5

5 Kg

Ready to use

Ovens, grills and cooking surface degreaser
Degreaser suitable for removing fat
dirt with carbonaceous residue from
cooking surfaces, ovens and grill

4 pcs

FRY TAB Pastiglie

pH 12+/-0,5

1 Kg

Fryers Degreaser
Tablets for frying machines and metal
surfaces.

2-3
pastiglie

6 pcs
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FOOD PROCESSING HACCP

USE

PRODUCT

DET FOAM

DILUTION
pH 13,5+/-0,5

10 Kg
0,5 - 5 %

DESCRIPTION
Multipurpose Foaming Degreasing
Detergent with medium alkalinity
Completely removes greasy dirt, oils
and food residues from all types of
surfaces.

1 pc

DET ACID

pH 0,5+/-0,5
10 Kg
0,5 - 5 %

Acid-based Foaming Scale-removing
Detergent
Suitable to remove incrustations from
all kinds of hard surfaces. It combines
a perfect cleaning with a sanitizing
action.

1 pc

DET SAN

pH 13,5+/-0,5
10 Kg
0,5 - 5 %
1 pc
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Chlorine-active Foaming Sanitizing
Detergent with high alkalinity
Particularly suitable for sanitizing and
at the same time cleaning all kinds
of hard surfaces, even vertical ones,
from organic dirt. It is also suitable to
clean areas covered by moulds.

DET BASIC

pH 14+/-0,5
10 Kg

High-alkalinity Foaming Detergent
Suitable for deep cleaning and to remove animal and vegetable greases
from processing plants.

0,5 - 5 %

1 pc

GESAN INODORE

pH 9+/-0,5
10 Kg

0,2 - 1 %

Detergent with high concentration
of ammonium quaternary salts Suitable for an effective disinfection
of all surfaces present in: canteens,
food-processing industries, public
places, etc. Available both odourless
and scented.

1 pc
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ACID SCALE REMOVERS

USE

PRODUCT

SISMA BS

DILUTION
pH 0,5+/-0,5

12 Kg
0,5 - 5 %
1 pc

SISMA

pH 0,5+/-0,5
12 Kg
0,5 - 5 %
1 pc
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DESCRIPTION
Low-foam Scale-removing Detergent
(machine use)
For food-processing industries, suitable for cleaning and washing: pipings, fittings, tanks, conveyors/processing equipment in dairy factories,
milking plants and for CIP washing
systems.

Acid-based Scale-remover for organic and protein contamination
(machine use)
Suitable for daily maintenance of
equipment.

DEGREASERS

USE

PRODUCT

ROBOR

DILUTION
pH 13,5+/-0,5

10 Kg 1L

2 - 10 %

DESCRIPTION
Odourless Super-degreasing Detergent
It emulsifies and removes organic
and food greases from all hard surfaces.

HACCP
12 pcs bottles
1 pc jerrycan 10kg

SINNER

Available also as a concentrate:
• unit-dose 100ml
• right-dose bottle 1L

pH 13,5+/-0,5
10 Kg
0,5 - 3 %

Odourless Super-degreasing Detergent
Alkaline-based low-foaming degreasing detergent for cleaning dirty surfaces from organic and food greases.

1 pc
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LAUNDRY WASH

USE

PRODUCT

CANDOR

DILUTION
pH 11+/-0,5

10 Kg

DESCRIPTION
Powder detergent
Contains perborate. Suitable for linen
pre-washing and washing.
High stain-removing power.

4 - 10 gr/Kg
1 pc

LINDOR

pH 11+/-0,5
10 Kg

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Powder detergent
Contains perborate. Suitable for linen pre-washing and washing. High
stain-removing power.
Suitable for low washing
temperature.

1 pc

BLUMATIC

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
2 - 6 gr/Kg
4 pcs
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Liquid Detergent
Suitable for hand and machine wash.
Blumatic is particularly suitable for
washing all kind of fabrics. It cleans
deep-down, whitens white and
bright colours. Suitable for low and
medium washing temperatures.

WOOL

pH 8,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Mild Liquid Detergent
Suitable for hand and machine wash
of delicate fabrics such as: wool, silk
and cotton.

15 - 30 gr/Kg
4 pcs

SOFT

pH 4,5+/-0,5
5 Kg

Liquid Softener
Suitable for hand and machine wash.

6 - 30 gr/Kg
4 pcs
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INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY WASH

USE

PRODUCT

PLUMATIC 1

DILUTION
pH 9,6+/-0,5

20 Kg

DESCRIPTION
Surface-active Concentrated Detergent suitable for laundry machine
wash
Liquid detergent highly surface-active on dirt, it removes every trace
either localized or widespread.

1 pc
Dose:
4 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric.

PLUMATIC 1 COLOR

pH 9,6+/-0,5

20 Kg

1 pc

PLUMATIC 2

Dose:
4 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric.

pH 1+/-0,5
20 Kg

1 pc
Dose:
5 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric.
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Surface-active Concentrated Detergent suitable for laundry machine
wash
Liquid detergent highly surface-active on dirt, it removes every trace
either localized or widespread.
Its high sequestering power makes
Plumatic 1 Color suitable even for
very hard waters.

Hydrogen Peroxide-Based Bleach
Highly concentrated sanitizing liquid whitener. Effective on all kinds of
stain even at low temperatures. Stabilized by specific sequestrating agents,
stable and effective even with very
hard waters.

PLUMATIC 2 EXTRA

pH 2,7+/-0,5
20 Kg

1 pc

PLUMATIC 3

Bleaching Sanitizing Product
Buffered hydrogen peroxide and
peracetic acid-based liquid bleaching
product with high whitening and
sanitizing power.
Suitable to all kinds of washable and
bleachable fabrics.

Dose:
4 - 12 gr/Kg dry fabric.

pH 13+/-0,5
20 Kg

Chlorine-Based Bleach
Bleaching product. Chlorine-active
liquid whitener with sanitizing effect. Suitable for industrial automatic
washing machines.

1 pc
Dose:
5 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric.

PLUMATIC 4

pH 4,5+/-0,5
20 Kg

Liquid Softener
Liquid softener flower scent. Totally foam-free. Its formulation allows
maintaining fabric fibres thus avoiding static cling. Colour booster.
Leaves fabrics freshly clean.

1 pc
Dose:
4 - 10 gr/Kg dry flabric.

PLUMATIC 4 BICOMPONENTE

pH 1,1+/-0,5

20 Kg

1 pc

PLUMATIC 5

Neutralizing Softener
Anti-static cling softener studied to
neutralize the iron present in water,
by conditioning laundry at the right
pH it makes it soft at touch and pleasantly scented. It prevents fabric yellowing and other unpleasant factors
caused by water and eases ironing.

Dose:
4 - 8 gr/Kg dry fabric.

pH 1,2+/-0,5
20 Kg

Scented Liquid Neutralizer
Its acid reaction neutralizes alkalinity
in fabrics.
To be used in the penultimate rinse.
By eliminating alkaline residues it prevents yellowing during ironing.
It also performs a sanitizing action.

1 pc
Dose:
3 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric.

PLUMATIC 6

pH 13,5+/-0,5
20 Kg

1 pc

Dose:
water (0-25 °F):
10g/Kg pre wash / 5g/Kg wash;
water (30 °F):
15g/Kg pre wash / 10g/Kg wash.

Concentrated Liquid Detergent for
machine wash
Concentrated liquid detergent suitable for machine wash of: tablecloths,
pillowcases, sheets and towels.
Suitable for low and medium temperature wash. Excellent fibres protection and whitening and cleaning
result.
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PLUMATIC AD

pH 13,5+/-0,5
20 Kg

1 pc

Dose:
gr/kg: water 0-15° F: 6-10
water 15- 25° F: 8-12
water 25° F: 10-14

PLUMATIC EXTRA

pH 7,2+/-0,5

20 Kg

1 pc

pH 7,2+/-0,5

Enzymatic detergent for laundry
Liquid detergent with enzymatic system. It acts on protein stains, lipids
and starch. It is possible to use a coadjutant alkaline without exaggerating
with the dosing. Effective at low and
medium temperatures (30°C-40°C).
Pleasant in flower scent. Do not use
with chlorine/bleach.

pH 4,50+/-0,5

Liquid softener for industrial laundry
machines
Perfumed liquid softener with talcate-floral essences, and total absence of foam. Its scent is highly
persistent thanks to fragrances specifically formulated for resisting totall
temperatures. It makes soft every type
of textile fiber facilitating ironing. It
revives the colors and it leaves the
fabrics with a fresh perfume of clean.

20 Kg

Dose:
4-7 g/kg fry fabric

PLUMATIC 4 PLUS
20 Kg

1 pc

Dose:
4 - 10 gr/Kg dry flabric.

ENZIMATIC SUPERCONCENTRATO

pH 7,50+/-0,5

10 Kg

1 pc
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Surfactants Concentrate suitable for
industrial machine wash
Surfactants concentrate suitable for
every kind of dirt and suggested to
strengthen the wash cycle.

Dose:
5 - 10 gr/Kg dry fabric
15 gr / Kg dry fabric (very dirty laundry)

ENZYMATIC

1 pc

Detergent Specific for Machine Wash
Liquid detergent for machine wash
of laundry in cotton, synthetic and
mixed fabrics. Does not contain surfactants.
Phosphor content (P) < 1%

Dose:
2-4 g/kg dry fabric

Concentrated enzymatic detergent
for laundry
Liquid detergent with enzymatic system. It acts on protein stains, lipids
and starch. It is possible to use a coadjutant alkaline without exaggerating
with the dosing. Effective at low and
medium temperatures (30°C-40°C).
Pleasant in flower scent. Do not use
with chlorine/bleach.

PERSONAL HYGIENE

USE

PRODUCT

CREAM

DILUTION

pH 6+/-0,5
5 Kg

Ready to use

DESCRIPTION
Hand soap
Suitable for use in: hotels, restaurants,
offices, public places in general. Contains emollients for skin care. Gently
scented.

4
4 pcs
pcs

ROSY CREAM

pH 6+/-0,5
5 Kg

Ready to use

Hand soap
Suitable for use in: hotels, restaurants,
offices, public places in general. Contains emollients for skin care. Gently
scented.

4 pcs

CREAM SAN

pH 6+/-0,5

profumo/inodore
5 Kg

HACCP

Ready to use

Sanitizing soap available either gently
scented or odourless
Its broad-spectrum anti-microbial
action makes CreamSan suitable for
daily hands hygiene. Contains special
emollients that leave skin pleasantly
soft.

4 pcs
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CREAM OFF

pH 7,5+/-0,5
5 Kg
Ready to use

Hand soap for Workshops
Hand soap- specifically dedicated to
workshops/ garages etc… concentrated product containing glycerine.
Its eco-friendly solvents grant a complete and effective cleaning from
every kind of dirt.

4 pcs

MICROCREAM

pH 7,5+/-0,5
3 Kg
Ready to use

Hand soap
Concentrated product containing
glycerine.
Its micro-spheres rant a complete and
effective cleaning from greases and
oils of mineral and organic origin,
from paints and inks.

6 pcs

CREAM GEL

pH 7,5+/-0,5
3 Kg
Ready to use
6 pcs
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Gel soap (orange scent)
Suitable for hygenizing and cleaning
from greases oils and organic origin,
from paints and inks.

AEROSOLS

USE

PRODUCT

400 ml

BREZZA

DILUTION

DESCRIPTION
Glass Cleaner
Self-drying foam cleaner, specific for:
windows, mirrors and polished surfaces.

12 pcs

RUGIADA
400 ml

Dust Remover
Easily attracts and holds dust and dirt
in general.

12 pcs

400 ml

IRIS PINO e LAVANDA

Air-freshener
Air-freshener for highly populated
places. Available with pine or lavender fragrance.

12 pcs
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400 ml

IRIS MIMOSA e MAGNOLIA

Air-freshener
Air-freshener for highly populated
places. Available with magnolia or
mimosa fragrance.

12 pcs

400 ml

MAYA

Wax for Furniture
Carnauba wax and synthetic polymers-based product indicated for
maintenance of furniture and furnishing accessories.

12 pcs

400 ml

DRY CLEAN

12 pcs
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Liquid detergent for Stainless-steel
Cleans and polishes worktops, counters, sinks and all stainless-steel surfaces in general.

MAINTENANCE

PROTECTION

HEAVY DUTY

ECOLABEL

PRODUCT

PACK SIZE

DILUTION

pH as is
+/-0,5

SCENT

SAHARA

ml1000 - kg 5

1-3%

Citrus

AMAZZONIA

ml1000 - kg 5

1-3%

Flower

ARTICO

ml1000 - kg 5

1-3%

Flower

FAROL

ml 750 - Kg 5

as is

Fruit

NIAGARA

ml 750 - Kg 5

as is

Technical

CITROCLEAN

Kg 10

3-5%

Citrus

DR15 PROFUMATO

kg 5

0,5 - 20 %

Lemon

ENERGY

kg 5

0,5 - 10 %

Lemon

GOTA

ml 1000 - Kg 5

0,5 - 10 %

Balsamic

MISTRAL

kg 5

0,5 - 8 %

Lemon/ Pine

PROFEX

kg 5

2 - 10 %

Lemon

PROGRES

kg 5

2 - 10 %

Balsamic Pine

RAPPER

kg 5

5 - 30 %

Technical

750 ML

as is

Castile Soap

kg 10

3-5%

Technical

SINERGY

kg 5

1-5%

Eucaliptus

SOLMIX

kg 5

10 - 20 %

Agrumato

STRAT

kg 5

5 - 20 %

Technical

TAGO

kg 5

10 - 20 %

Technical

TECNIK

kg 5

3-5%

Castile Soap

VENTO

ml 750

as is

Citrus

Zurk 701

kg 10

3-5%

Technical

BULL BLACK

kg 5

as is

-

HALLES

kg 5

as is

-

KOMETA

kg 5

as is

Vanilla

LUXOR

kg 5

as is

-

MAYOR

Kg 5

as is

-

MAYOR Hospital

kg 5

as is

Technical

MIRROR

kg 5

as is

Flower

REFLEX

kg 5

as is

-

SCUDO

kg 5

as is

-

SILPAV

kg 10

as is

-

T.P.

kg 5

as is

Castile soap

TEK

kg 10

as is

Citrus

ABETE

kg 5

2-4%

Pine

ALPE

kg 5

1-3%

Flowery

ASTRA

kg 5

2 - 100 %

Flower

EXPRESS

kg 5

1-3%

Citrus

GLOSSY

ml.1000 - Kg 5

1-3%

Flowery

GOLDEN			

kg 5

1-3%

Apple

GREEN

ml.1000 - Km 5

1-3%

Bouquet Floreale

GREEN Lavanda

ml.1000 - Km 5

1-3%

Lavender

IROKO

ml 1000 - Kg 5

1-3%

Lavender

KISS

ml 1000

0,5 - 5 %

Citrus

KISS Magnoglia

kg 5

1-5%

Magnolia

LIPARI Cedro - Pino

ml 1000 - Km 5

as is

Cedar/Pine

NAVEL

kg 5

1-3%

Citrus

SANTA FE

		

SA 300
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PACK SIZE

MAINTENANCE

PRODUCT

ACID DETERGENTS
COTTO
SANITIZERS

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

pH as is
+/-0,5

SCENT

ORIX

ml 1000 - Km 5

60 gr/l

Balsamic

SELF AMMONIO

kg 5

1-3%

Balsamic

SIC

ml 1000 - kg 5

1-3%

Amazzonia

SIC ACQUA MARINA

kg 5

1-3%

Marine

ACISOL

kg 5

3-5%

Flowery

ACOT

kg 10

10 - 30 %

Technical

ml 750

as is

Flowery

ARCOCID

kg 5

5 - 30 %

Flowery

CRISTAL BAGNO

ml 750 - K 5

as is

Flowery

DETER WC

ml 750

as is

Pine

ELKASAN fragola

ml 750

as is

Strawberry

ELKASAN pesca

ml 750 - Kg 5

as is

Peach

IRIS WC GEL

ml 750

as is

Flowery

KROSS

ml 750 - Kg 5

5 - 10 %

Flowery

PROTECTOR

ml 750

as is

Flowery

RAPID

ml. 750 - kg 5

as is

Technical

SUPRACID

Kg 10

10 - 30 %

Technical

END

kg 5

as is

Technical

FADO

kg 5

as is

Technical

LIMO

kg 5

as is

Technical

LINFA

kg 5

as is

Technical

ORTIGIA

kg 5

as is

Technical

VELO

kg 5

as is

Technical

BLU

ml 1000 - Kg 5

1-4%

Pine

GESAN

ml 1000 - Kg 5

1 -5 %

Pine

GESAN INODORE

Kg 10

1 -5 %

-

IPOSAN

Kg 12

0,5 - 5 %

Chlorine

SPRINT DAY

ml 750

as is

Odourless

TOP CLOR GEL

ml 750

1 - 2 Past/ 10 lt

Chlorine

TOP CLOR

kg 1

as is

Balsamic

TRISAN

ml 750

as is

Citrus

CLEAN

Kg 5

3-5%

-

EIS

ml 750 - Kg 5

as is

Flowery

FRAGRANCE BERRY

ml 750

as is

Berries

FRAGRANCE WOOD

ml 750

as is

Sandalwood

IRIS BALSAMICO

ml 1000 - Kg 5

as is

Pine

IRIS FIORITO

ml 1000 - Kg 5

as is

Flowery

DRY CLEAN

ml 750

as is

Technical

LIPOS

ml 750 - Kg 5

2 - 100 %

Citrus

MOKY

kg 5

4 - 10 %

Flowery

MOKY FOAM

kg 5

8 - 10 %

Flowery

MURALES

kg 5

as is

Orange

POWER

kg 10

3-4%

Technical

SCHIUMA STOP

kg 5

0,05 - 0,3 %

-

SPY

ml 750

as is

Flowery

STOP-RITE

kg 5

as is

Flowery

VOLÉE

ml 750

as is

Rose

ALFA BAGNO
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DILUTION

		

PACK SIZE

PRODUCT

CONCENTRATES
KITCHEN HYGIENE
Food-Processing / HACCP

40 ml x 10 l

pH as is
+/-0,5

SCENT

BLU 5-C

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Pine

GOLDEN 5C

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Apple

GOTA 2C

LAUNDRY

DILUTION

		

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Balsamic Forest

GREEN LAVANDA 5C

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Lavender

ELKASAN 5-C

ml 1000

1-3 dosi (30ml) x Fl

Peach

EURO FIORITO

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Flowery

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Fruity

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Magnolia

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Cedar

150 ml x 0,85 l

EURO FRUTTATO

ml 1000

KISS MAGNOLIA 5-C

ml 1000

LIPARI CEDRO 5		

ml 1000

LIPOS 5-C

ml 1000

150 ml x 0,85 l

1-3 dosi (30ml) xFl

Citrus

ml 1000

40 ml x 10 l

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Lemon/Pine

		

MISTRAL 5-C

40 ml x 10 l

MULTIFOOD

ml 1000

1-3 dosi (30ml) x Fl

Technical

ROGRES 2C 		

ml 1000

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Pine

ROBOR 2-C

ml 1000

SIC ACQUA MARINA 5C

ml 1000

SPRINT DAY 5-C

ml 1000

VOLE’E 5-C

ml 1000

ARCO MATIC

kg 5 - 12 - 20

1 - 3 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC ACID

Kg 5

5 - 20 %

Technical

ARCO MATIC AD

Kg 12 - 20

1 - 3 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC ALLUMINIO

Kg 5

1 - 3 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC BRILL

Kg 5 - 10 - 20

0,2 - 0,4 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC BRILL EXTRA

Kg 5 - 10 - 20

0,1 - 0,3 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC CLOR

Kg 12 - 20

1 - 3 gr/l

Technical

ARCO MATIC PASTIGLIE

Kg 3

2 - 3 pastiglie

Technical

ARCO MATIC PLUS

Kg 5 - 12 - 20

1 - 3 gr/l

Technical

FRY TAB

gr 900

1 - 2 pastiglie

-

MULTIFOOD

ml 750

as is

-

PULIFORNO

ml 1000 - Kg 5

as is

Technical

PULIFORNO FORTE

Kg 5

as is

Technical

P15

Kg 5

10 - 30 gr/l

Citrus

P20

kg 5

10 - 30 gr/l

Orange

120 ml x 10 l

1 dose (30ml) x10 e 1-3 dosi (30ml) x Fll

Odourless

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Marine

120 ml x 0,65 l

1 dose (30ml) x10l

Odourless

120 ml x 0,65 l

1-3 dosi (30ml) x Fl

Rose

DET ACID

Kg 10

0,5 - 5 %

Odourless

DET BASIC

Kg 10

0,5 - 5 %

Odourless

DET FOAM

Kg 10

0,5 - 5 %

Odourless

DET SAN

Kg 10

0,5 - 5 %

Odourless

SISMA

Kg 12

0,5 - 5 %

Odourless

SISMA BS

Kg 12

ROBOR

kg 10

2 - 10 %

Odourless

SINNER

Kg 10

0,5 - 3 %

Odourless

BLUMATIC

Kg 5

2 - 6 gr/Kg

Castile soap

CANDOR

Kg 10

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Flowery

LINDOR

Kg 10

15 - 30 gr/Kg

Flowery

SOFT

Kg 5

6 - 30 gr/Kg

Flowery

WOOL

Kg 5

15 - 30 gr/Kg

Flowery

Odourless
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ALADIN

PERSONAL HYGIENE

INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY WASH

PRODUCT
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PACK SIZE

pH as is
+/-0,5

DILUTION

SCENT

ENZIMATIC

Kg 20

4 - 7 gr/Kg

Flowery

ENZIMATIC SUPERCONCENTRATO

Kg 10

2 - 4 gr/Kg

Argan

PLUMATIC 1

Kg 20

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Castile soap

PLUMATIC 1 COLOR

Kg 20

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Castile soap

PLUMATIC

2

Kg 20

5 - 10 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC

3

Kg 20

5 - 10 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC 4 Bicomponente

Kg 20

4 - 8 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC 4

Kg 20

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Flowery

PLUMATIC 4 PLUS

Kg 20

4 - 10 gr/Kg

Talcum

PLUMATIC 5

Kg 20

3 - 10 gr/Kg

Flowery

PLUMATIC AD

Kg 20

5 - 15 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC EXTRA

Kg 20

5 - 15 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC 2 EXTRA

Kg 20

4 - 12 gr/Kg

Technical

PLUMATIC 6

Kg 20

5 - 15 gr/Kg

Castile soap

CREAM

as is

Flowery

CREAM GEL

ml 750 - Kg 5
lt 3

as is

Orange

CREAM OFF

Kg 5

as is

Technical

CREAM SAN INODORE

Kg 5

as is

Odourless

CREAM SAN PROFUMATO

Kg 5

as is

Rose

MICROCREAM

lt 3

as is

Flowery

ROSY CREAM

Kg 5

as is

Rose

ALADIN 1 Cedro Pavimenti			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Cedar

ALADIN 1 Lavanda Pavimenti			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Lavender

ALADIN 1 Magnolia Pavimenti			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Magnolia

ALADIN 1 Floreale Pavimenti			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Flowery

ALADIN 2 Sali Quaternari			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Balsamic

ALADIN 2 Sali Quaternari + Clorexidina		

Kg 5 - 10

-

Balsamic

ALADIN 3 Multiuso Arredi			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Flowery

ALADIN 3 Multiuso Sgrassante			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Citrus

ALADIN 4 Alcalino Bagni			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Flowery

ALADIN 4 Bagni Acido			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Peach

ALADIN 5 Sgrassante alcalino Solventato

Kg 5 - 10

-

Technical

ALADIN 1 food Sgrassante Alcalino inodore		

Kg 5 - 10

-

Odourless

ALADIN 2 Food Sali Quaternari d’ammonio		

Kg 5 - 10

-

Odourless

ALADIN 2 Food Sali Quaternari d’ammonio Multiuso inodore

Kg 5 - 10

-

Odourless

ALADIN 4 Food Acido Inodore			

Kg 5 - 10

-

Odourless

ALADIN 5 Food Sgrassante inodore solventato

Kg 5 - 10

-

Odourless

ALADIN 1 Pavimenti Hotel

		

Kg 5 - 10 - ml 15

-

Flowery

ALADIN 3 Multiuso Arredi Hotel

		

Kg 5 - 10 - ml 100

-

Flowery

ALADIN 4 Bagni Acido Hotel			

Kg 5 - 10 - ml 100

-

Peach

ALADIN 4 Bagni Alcalino Hotel

Kg 5 - 10 - ml 100

-

Flowery

		

AEROSOLS

PRODUCT

DILUTION

pH as is
+/-0,5

SCENT

Brezza 			

ml 400

as is

Dry Clean 			

ml 400

as is

Iris Mimosa e Magnolia

ml 400

as is

Iris Pino e Lavanda		

ml 400

as is

Maya			

ml 400

as is

Rugiada			

ml 400

as is

ARGAN pavimenti		

kg 5 / ml 1000 		

5-C 				

Argan

ARGAN pavimenti base alcolica

kg 5 / ml 1000 		

5-C 				

Argan

ARGAN arredi 		

ml 750 / ml 1000 		

5-C 				

Argan

ARGAN BAGNI 		

ml 750 / ml 1000 		

5-C 				

Argan

ml 500 		

as is 				

Fruity musk

BLACK FRAGRANCE 			

EXCLUSIVE FRAGRANCE

PACK SIZE

GREEN FRAGRANCE 			

ml 500 		

as is 				

Aloe & lime

SPRING FLOWER pavimenti

kg 5 / ml 1000 		

5-c / ml 15 			

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER pavimenti base alcolica

kg 5 / ml 1000		

5-c 				

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER arredi

ml 750/ ml 1000

5-c/ ml 100 			

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER bagni

ml 750/ ml 1000		

5-c/ ml 100 			

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER deodorante ambienti

ml 750 						

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER hotel pavimenti

ml15 						

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER HOTEL arredi

ml100 						

Flowery

SPRING FLOWER HOTEL bagni

ml100 						

Flowery

RED FRAGRANCE 		

ml 500 		

as is 				

Myrrh

WHITE FRAGRANCE 		

ml 500 		

as is				

Musk & talc

PINK FRAGRANCE 		

ml 500 		

as is				

Black vanilla

PURPLE FRAGRANCE

ml 500 		

as is				

Black musk

MAINTENANCE
Infyniti Kiss magnolia 			

15 ml/100 ml

1 pc x 8/10L - 1 pc x 100L 		

Magnolia

Infyniti Kiss magnolia light		

100 ml 		

1 pc x 1L 				

Magnolia

Infyniti Green Lavanda 		

15ml/100 ml

1 pc x 8/10L - 1 pc x 100L 		

Lavender

Infyniti Green Lavanda Light 		

100 ml 		

1 pc x 1L				

Lavender

Infyniti Lipari Cedro 			

15ml/100 ml

1 pc x 8/10L - 1 pc x 100L 		

Cedar

Infyniti Lipari Cedro Light 		

100 ml 		

1 pc x 1L 				

Cedar

Infyniti Sprint Day 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Odourless

Infyniti Blu 			

15ml/100ml

1 pc x 8/10L - 1 pc x 100L 		

Pine

Infyniti Eis 				

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Flowery

Infyniti Eis Light 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Flowery

Infyniti Volèe 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Rose

Infyniti Lipos 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Citrus

Infyniti Elkasan 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Peach

Infyniti Elkasan Light 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Peach

Infyniti Alfa Bagno 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Flowery

Infyniti Robor 			

100ml 		

1 pc x 100L 			

Odourless

Infyniti Multifood 			

100ml 		

1 pc x fl. 750ml 			

Odourless

Infyniti Mistral 			

100ml 		

1 pc x 100L 			

Lemon

Infyniti Progres 			

100ml 		

1 pc x 100L 			

Pine

Infyniti Solmix 			

100ml 		

1 pc x 100L 			

Citrus

SANITIZERS

INFYNITI

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

BATHROOM

FOOD-PROCESSING / HACCP

HEAVY DUTY
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SURFACE

WORKTOPS
(stainless steel)

THOROUGH CLEANING

SANITIZATION

DAILY CLEANING

ENERGY (1-5%)

TRISAN

TRISAN

VENTO

GESAN (1%)

EIS

ROBOR (1-5%)

IPOSAN (1-2%)

DRY CLEAN

ORIX (4-6%)
RAPID
FRIDGE
FREEZER

P10 (1-3%)

ENERGY (1-5%)

TRISAN

TRISAN

VENTO

GESAN (1%)

EIS

IPOSAN (1-2%)
ROBOR (1-5%)

P10 (1-3%)

LIPOS
OVEN, GRILL,
COOKER, DEEP
FRIER

PULIFORNO

TRISAN

LIPOS

FRYTAB PASTIGLIE

GESAN (1%)

ENERGY (20%)
ROBOR (20%)
SINNER (10-20%)

HOODS

ENERGY (2%)

LIPOS

VENTO

DRY CLEAN

ROBOR (20%)

ENERGY (10%)

PULIFORNO (10%)

RAPID (finitura)

KITCHEN

COOKING
EQUIPMENT

CUTLERY
GLASSES
CUPS
DISHES

ENERGY

TRISAN

TRISAN

VENTO

GESAN (1-2%)

LIPOS

ROBOR

IPOSAN

ENERGY (2%)

LIPOS

P10 (2-3%)

ARCOMATIC (2-3 gr/lt)

P10 (1-3%)

ARCOMATIC COLOR (2-3 gr/lt)

P15 (2-4%)

ARCOMATIC BRILL(0,2-0,3 gr/lt)

P20 (0,5-1%)

ARCOMATIC AD (2-3 gr/lt)
ARCOMATIC PLUS (1-3 gr/lt)
POTS & PANS
(steel)

ARCOMATIC (2-3 gr/lt)

P10 (1-3%)

ARCOMATIC COLOR (2-3 gr/lt)

P15 (2-4%)

ARCOMATIC BRILL(0,2-0,3 gr/lt)

P20 (0,5-1%)

ARCOMATIC PLUS (1-3 gr/lt)
RAPID
RAPID

BOILERS, PASTA
COOKERS

GESAN (1-2%)

P10 (1-3%)
P15 (2-4%)
P20 (0,5-1%)

CERAMIC TILES

ENERGY (1-5%)

TRISAN

TRISAN

VENTO

GESAN (1-2%)

P10 (1-2%)

ROBOR (1-5%)

IPOSAN (1-2%)

EIS
LIPOS - VOLEE

LIPOS
CERAMIC TILES

ENERGY (1-5%)

GESAN (1-2%)

BLU

VENTO

IPOSAN (1-2%)

GOTA
ORIX (4-6%)

ROBOR (1-5%)
SINNER
PROFEX
ORIX
IPOSAN
TABLES, CHAIRS,
RESTAURANT
FURNITURE

LIPOS - VOLEE

TRISAN

TRISAN

ENERGY (3-5%)

GESAN (1-2%)

P10 (1-2%)

IPOSAN (1-2%)

EIS
LIPOS - VOLEE
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TYPE OF
FLOOR
MARBLE,
STONE

PVC, RUBBER

LINOLEUM

THOROUGH CLEANING

WAX STRIPPING:

WAX STRIPPING:

WAX STRIPPING::

RAPPER (5-30%)

PROTECTION

DAILY CLEANING

MAYOR (2/3 coats)

WET MOPPING

RUGIADA

TANGO (20-30%)

KOMETA (2/3 coats)

WASHING

GREEN (1-3%)

STRAT (1-30%)

METAL (2/3 coats)

GLOSSY (1-3%)

SOLMIX (10-20%)

HALLES (1+1 coats)

SIC (1-5%)

CITROCLEAN (3-5%)

LUXOR (2/3 coats)

ABETE (1-5%)

REFLEX (2/3 coats)

WASHING &
POLISHING

ASTRA (5-20%)

MAYOR (2/3 coats)

WET MOPPING

RUGIADA

TANGO (20-30%)

KOMETA (2/3 coats)

WASHING

GREEN (1-3%)

STRAT (1-30%)

METAL (2/3 coats)

GLOSSY (1-3%)

SOLMIX (10-20%)

HALLES (1+1 coats)

SIC (1-5%)

CITROCLEAN (3-20%)

LUXOR (2/3 coats)

MEGRIN (1-5%)

DR 15 (5-30%)

REFLEX (2/3 coats)

RAPPER (5-30%)

TANGO (5-10%)

ABETE (1-5%)
WASHING &
POLISHING

ASTRA (5-20%)

WET MOPPING

RUGIADA

WASHING

GREEN (1-3%)

SOLMIX (10-20%)
CITROCLEAN (3-20%)
BLACK FLOOR

WAX STRIPPING::

RAPPER (5-30%)
TANGO (20-30%)

BULLBLACK
(2/3 coats)

STRAT (1-30%)

BULLBLAC 50%+

GLOSSY (1-3%)

SOLMIX (10-20%)

MAYOR (2/3 coats)

SIC (1-5%)

CITROCLEAN (3-5%)

CEMENT

WAX STRIPPING:: :

THOROUGH
CLEANING:

ABETE (1-5%)
WASHING &
POLISHING

ASTRA (5-20%)

DAILY CLEANING

GREEN (1-3%)

RAPPER (5-30%)

SCUDO (2/3 coats)

TANGO (20-30%)

T.P. (2/3 coats)

GLOSSY (1-3%)

STRAT (1-30%)

HALLES (2/3 coats)

SIC (1-5%)

MISTRAL (3-8%)

ABETE (1-5%)

ENERGY (0,5-10%)

THOROUGH
CLEANING

GOTA (0,5-1%)

DR 15 (5-30%)

WASHING&
POLISHING

SCUDO (5-20%)

PROFEX (2-10%)

ASTRA (5-20%)

TAGO (20-30%)
SINERGY (1-5%)
SOLMIX (10-20%)
TEKNIC
CITROCLEAN (3-20%)
CEMENT

THOROUGH
CLEANING:

GOTA (2-10%)

SCUDO (2/3 coats)

PROFEX (2-10%)

T.P. (2 - 3 coats)

MISTRAL (0,5-8%)

HALLES (2 - 3 coats)

WET MOPPING

RUGIADA
KISS (1-5%)

DAILY CLEANING

GREEN (1-3%)

ENERGY (0,5-10%)

GLOSSY (1-3%)

DR 15 (0,5-20%)

SIC (1-5%)

PROGRES (10-20%)
SOLMIX (10-20%)
TEKNIC
CITROCLEAN (3-20%)
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TYPE OF
FLOOR

THOROUGH CLEANING

PROTECTION

WOOD
PARQUET

DAILY CLEANING

TEK (2 coats)

RUGIADA

WET MOPPING

KISS (0,5-1%)

MAYOR (2 coats)
DAILY CLEANING

IROKO (1-3%)

VARNISHED
PARQUET

DAILY CLEANING

KISS (1-5%)

CARPETS

DAILY CLEANING

IROKO (1-3%)
MOKY (4 -10%)
MOKY FOAM(8-10%)
INDOOR FLOOR
WAXING

PRIMING OF REALLY POROUS FLOORS

COTTO

FADO
THOROUGH CLEANING
OF NEW FLOORS

ACOT (10-30%)
SUPRACID (10-30%)

OUTDOOR FLOOR
WAXING

ACISOL (3-30%)
WAX STRIPPING

LINFA

RUGIADA

WET MOPPING

GREEN (1-3%)

END

GLOSSY (1-3%)

DAILY CLEANING

LINFA

SIC (1-5%)

END

ABETE (1-5%)

STRAT (10-30%)
RAPPER (10-30%)
SOLMIX (10-20%)

THOROUGH CLEANING

(indoor) VELO

CITROCLEAN (3-20%)

THOROUGH CLEANING

(outdoor) LIMO

TYPE OF SURFACE

THOROUGH CLEANING

DAILY CLEANING

SANITARY FITTINGS TAPS

RAPID, CRISTAL BAGNO, PROTECTOR

ELKASAN, KROSS, IRIS WC GEL,
PROTECTOR, ORIX

WC BOWLS, URINALS

DETER WC

IRIS WC GEL, CRISTAL BAGNO, ORIX (4-6%)

BATHS, SHOWERS

RAPID, CRISTAL BAGNO, PROTECTOR

ELKASAN, KROSS, IRIS WC GEL,
PROTECTOR, ORIX (4-6%)

CERAMIC TILES

Bathroom: : PROTECTOR, CRISTAL BAGNO
Kitchen : RAPID, PROTECTOR, ACISOL

ELKASAN, KROSS, IRIS WC GEL,
PROTECTOR, ORIX (4-6%)

TYPE OF SURFACE

THOROUGH CLEANING

DAILY CLEANING

DESKS, TABLES, TILES, DOORS, LAMINATED
SURFACES

LIPOS, VOLEE

EIS, SPY, BREZZA, RUGIADA,
IRIS F.E.B., VOLEE

WINDOWS, GLASSES, MIRRORS, VARNISHED SURFACES

CLEAN (3-5%), EIS, VOLEE

EIS, SPY, BREZZA,

MONUMENTS

Removal of graffiti:
Anti-writing:

ELKASAN, KROSS, IRIS WC GEL,
PROTECTOR, ORIX (4-6%)
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MURALES
STOP-RITE

VOLEE

Notes
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